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Contacts:
Chris Marvell is the Newsletter editor. Please let him have your contributions for future Newsletters, comments, suggestions, letters
for publication, criticisms etc. If you want, Gina Kelland is still happy to receive material for the Newsletter: she will be assisting
Chris with her advice and proofreading. If you are sending published articles please either get Copyright clearance yourself or
enclose the details of the publisher so Chris can ask for permission. You can contact Chris by email to editor@belleek.org.uk.
Chris and Bev Marvell publish and distribute the Newsletter. Chris has set up a database which forms the Group’s digital archive,
keeping a record of relevant publications and photographs (including photos etc. gathered at meetings and not published in the
Newsletter). Some or all of this information will be available on the Internet as our website develops - working with Simon
Whitlock, we intend to publish all the back issues of the Newsletter and all of the research done by our Group members on our
website. If you have questions about the publication and distribution of the Newsletter, contact Chris or Bev by email at
publisher@belleek.org.uk.
The Group’s Chairman is Paul Tubb, email chairman@belleek.org.uk
Our Treasurer is Paul Ewings, contact him by email at treasurer@belleek.org.uk
The Group's Administrator is Bev Marvell, email to administrator@belleek.org.uk
Our website is administered by Simon Whitlock and can be found at http://www.belleek.org.uk/. To contact Simon, the
Webmaster, send email to webmaster@belleek.org.uk.
There is a separate email address to make contact with researchers within the group. This is research@belleek.org.uk. For
information on the annual raffle or to buy tickets, email raffle@belleek.org.uk.
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Forthcoming Events
Summer 2018:
Autumn 2018:
Spring 2019:

AGM in Wilmslow at the Coach and Four, July 21 st/22nd 2018. Hosts David and Chris
Reynolds
Newark-on-Trent, 27/28th October.
March 2019 will possibly be in Bournemouth, exact date T.B.A.

Newsletter Deadlines
Winter 2018:

Deadline for articles and other material is 1st November 2018

Cover Picture…
A very early dust-pressed teapot stand – on display at the Trillick Golf Club and spotted at our Eugene Sheerin celebrations
in 2015. What is so interesting and unusual about this mundane item? It is that it exhibits what we believe to be the earliest
Belleek mark – this would date it to the very beginning of the Pottery’s production. Tony Fox and Bev Marvell consider this
in their article on early Belleek marks.
This publication is made on behalf of the UK Belleek Collectors’ Group. It is dedicated to improving our knowledge and appreciation of Belleek, the Ware and the
Pottery. It is not for profit and intended for the members of the Group and those with like interests. We try to acknowledge and obtain permission for any material or
images used. If however you feel that material has been used which breaches your copyright and this causes you a problem, please get in touch with the editor at
editor@belleek.org.uk and the item will be removed.
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From the Editor…
They don't make things to last nowadays, do they? My personal experience is that just about all modern products are not strong
enough for their intended use, only designed to last a short time (so you need to keep on buying more of them) or simply
inadequate and not fit for purpose. I stress that this is my own personal experience as I will admit that I am also rather "heavy"
on things... I will use a garden spade (for example) to dig out a tree root and almost inevitably (so it seems) as I reach the point
of maximum exertion... the wooden shaft of the spade will snap, leaving me to tumble backwards, with just the handle in my
hands. Alternatively, if it is the expensive stainless steel type of spade, as I apply (what I think) is only a moderate amount of
force, this will suddenly bend alarmingly - yes, not even stainless steel is strong enough to withstand my onslaught. So, was
the spade not fit for purpose or was I using it wrongly? A bit of both, I suspect. There are at least two factors here: (1) the
manufacturer wants to reduce costs to a minimum so maybe uses lower quality or a smaller amount of material - this is not
always true as you might have been prepared to pay extra for a "premium" or stronger product – I always do(!), (2) the
manufacturer wants to sell more of his products, so it is actually in his interests for it to need to be replaced (or upgraded) as
quickly as possible - but why would you buy a product that wasn't going to last a reasonable time? Against this, the
manufacturer might also sell more product if his reputation for quality were good. All these arguments are fine and dandy but I
find it makes very little difference whether I get a "cheapo" item (from the centre aisle at Aldi for example - try this if you
haven't already, it's just amazing what they sell) or the very most expensive, lifetime-guaranteed, super-premium one... it still
breaks when I use it – I’m approaching a Homer Simpson level of ineptness here.
…What’s more, this seems to apply to all types of modern product. To give a few examples, here are some of the things that I
have destroyed while occupied in (what I thought) was reasonable use of them:
- A new G-Tech garden strimmer (but it was under warranty, so I got it replaced – Hooray! - and I haven’t broken the
replacement one… yet… oh but wait, this may be because I haven’t had much occasion to use it, so the Jury’s out on this.
- The petrol lawnmower (It’s in with the village handyman for repair now) – but this may have been sabotaged by Bev when
weeding the borders accidentally discarding small stones on the lawn – she blames the dog or the squirrels.
- At least 3 heavy duty Stanley screwdrivers – I need to buy these by the dozen.
- A plastic jug borrowed from Bev (“You won’t break it will you?” “No of course not…”)
- One of Bev’s large flexible plastic bucket things from B&Q with handles – for carrying garden stuff – the handle broke…
although I did happen to notice that our neighbour, when he borrowed another one of these from Bev, also broke it in
exactly the same way, so this may well come down to B&Q’s poor quality.
- Bev’s other plastic jug (She doesn’t know about this one yet).
- Bev’s gardening scissors.
- Bev’s secateurs.
There’s a bit of a theme emerging here: you might have noticed that Bev is involved as the injured party in quite a few of these
– it’s getting quite hard to get her to lend me things! Note to other friends: with my reputation, it is highly inadvisable to trust
me with anything that I might actually try to use – not if you want it back in good condition.
And don't get me started on mobile phones and computers - anything electronic in fact: no matter what it is, you could have
bought a better one if you waited another month and I can usually find a way to make them stop working fairly quickly –
without even trying. This is probably an “age” thing – as an Electronics Engineer, I can legitimately say: “In my day…” but in
my day a mobile phone was more like a brick… and the youngsters don’t seem to have a problem with them now at all.
My general clumsiness extends to the world of Belleek. I remember well, on the Factory Tour with the other collectors at
Belleek being given the chance to fettle a little jug in the “green” state. Brendan McCauley handed me the delicate little item,
giving me clear instructions on what to do – gently smooth along the raised moulding lines – and within seconds the jug was
reduced to a crumpled lump of parian on the workbench. Now, I certainly can’t claim that they don’t make unfired parian less
strong than it used to be – that was definitely a case of me applying too much force! John Doogan offered me a chance to have
a go at applying flowers to a basket – but I shied away from this: I could just do too much damage.
When engaged on research into a very unusual early piece of Belleek (a Dragon Paperweight) which you might remember I
gave a talk on at a Convention, Fergus had found the mould for the item and made a cast of it in parian slip. He brought this
out to show Bev and me – of course, unthinkingly, wanting to examine it closely, I picked it up… with the inevitable result – a
small heap of broken unfired parian shards on Fergus’s table. It’s a really good thing that Fergus is a forgiving and patient man
– he cast another one for us, leaving it to dry while we went to the café for tea and scones (to make me feel better and less of a
clumsy clod). I still haven’t come to a final conclusion about the Dragon Paperweight but one thing is absolutely for sure – I
would never be able to get a job working for Belleek requiring (as it does) delicacy and a light skilful touch.
Really this is one reason why I am in awe of some of the things that Belleek produced – and still produce today. I could never
in a million years have made them! Bev has written in this newsletter about reticulated ware – this is especially fine and
difficult to make - Belleek produced some of the finest items of this type ever made. To me, just to look at some of these pieces
sends a shiver down my spine – not just because they are so easily damaged or destroyed and were so difficult and expensive to
make – but because of the artistry - and the almost unbelievable delicacy they display: a quality that I so clearly lack.

CM
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Charles Easthope
Charles and Fiona Easthope were founder members of the
UK Group, present at the first meeting in 1989. Many of us
knew them well and over the years enjoyed conversations
with them at meetings or over a drink. We lost Fiona last
year and now Charles too has gone. In the early days of the
UK Group, Charles became known (unofficially) as our
“International Correspondent” as he struck up conversations
with many of our good friends in the USA. He contributed
many lovely articles to the UK Belleek Group newsletter
and was always “in the thick of it” when Belleek subjects
were up for debate. Both Charles and Fiona had many
interests relating to antiques other than Belleek, in particular
they had a liking for fine furniture. Charles took great
advantage of Fiona’s family connections in County Donegal
to spend a good deal of time there, sometimes enjoying
many months of “working holiday”. He would then regale
us with stories and anecdotes from this lovely area of
Ireland. Charles was initially an important contributor to
our UK Convention in 1997 and was an avid Belleek
collector, attending most of the Group meetings and always
adding to the discussions there. We will greatly miss him.

Here is a personal reflection on Charles by Karen Kincheloe.
He changed the direction of my life! Really? Yes! How did that happen? It started with a single letter. Let
me explain. When it was announced in the International Belleek Collectors publication shortly after the
forming of the U K Belleek Collectors Group, I wrote a short congratulatory note to the group c/o Jan (a name I
thought the diminutive for Janice) as chairman of the group. At the end of the note, I asked that if anyone would
like to correspond with an American collector with a VERY small and insignificant collection, I would be
delighted. Jan either read the note to the group at the next meeting or circulated it, and before I knew it, I
received a long chatty letter from Charles, telling of his and Fiona’s various collections—especially Belleek.
From there, he introduced me to David (Reynolds) via airmail who had a first mark plaque then issued to good
customers of a London store.
At the time I had contacts with a New York firm through which I could purchase return air tickets for
about $200 Houston-London, so every school holiday I would go off to England to visit wherever the mood
indicated. I mentioned to Charles when I would be there next and I wondered if the Group would be having a
meeting on either weekend and that I would like to attend if such was permissible. I was going to be staying in
Coventry where a colleague, professor of English literature, had a home. By return mail, Charles informed me
that YES, the meeting would be when I was there AND as he had grown up in Coventry and knew the city well,
he would drive from Wolverhampton to fetch me. How lucky for me.
The meeting, I believe, was at Bev Marvell’s parents’ home in Nottingham. Thus began my association
with all the UK Belleekers—what a cordial and diverse group but all having a love for this wonderful useful but
delicate “product” still made in the tradition of more than a hundred years ago. (And I quickly learned than Jan
was NOT Janice!)
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So up to this point, what has Charles done? Given me friends in him and Fiona, introduced me to a
charming group of people, many of whom who have become close forever friends, all who know so much more
about Belleek and the potteries than I can ever remember. All that started because of that first letter. Would I
have met any of them otherwise? Probably not.
Because David and I also became avid pen friends, he encouraged me to attend the meeting he was hosting
in Macclesfield. With the Internet not being used then by travel agents and that I could find no hotel there
listed in the International Hotel Guide, I asked him to please make a reservation at a B&B or somewhere
convenient for me. Little did I know that he would “coerce” Patt and Tony Fox, since they had a couple of
spare bedrooms in their Gawsworth home, to host me. Admittedly, I was embarrassed to think that I would be
intruding on complete strangers (I had forgotten who they were when meeting at the previous gathering).
Within minutes of walking into Patt’s kitchen, it was as though we had known each other for years—and the
same for Tony when he arrived shortly from work. When I was leaving at the end of the weekend, they insisted
that whenever I was in their area that I should be sure to stay with them. And I did—OFTEN! Would this all
have happened if David had not made that introduction—caused by Charles “connecting” me to David—
because Charles responded to my initial congratulatory note? Surely not.
By then, Christine and Peter McCormack, who lived not far from Jan, had become close friends. They, too,
insisted (with spare bedroom because children were grown) that whenever I was in London, I should not stay in
a hotel but stay with them. And I did, many times, meeting Chris in the city when she got off work and we
would go to see some wonderful theatre performance. And once Marion Langham who lived just a few blocks
from Victoria Station, from which I departed for Gatwick, had me for a meal and to spend the night there.
Would this have happened if Charles had not taken me to my first Belleek meeting where, at the end of the day,
I asked if I could join the UK Group—all because Charles had earlier answered my first note to the group? NO.
After a few years I began to feel guilty about “intruding” on Belleekers who gave so freely of their
hospitality, and I thought perhaps I could find an affordable bed-sit, or small apartment to rent for myself.
Well, why not? I was retired from fulltime teaching by that time and felt that I could spend a couple weeks at a
time and cross “the Pond” several times a year. After lots of research into leasing vs. buying—and giving a
hard look at the budget—I decided that I could afford to purchase a small flat—but with the stipulation that it
be within walking distance of train station, local bus, Tesco or Sainsburys, bedroom large enough for two single
beds and a lounge/dining room spacious enough for me to have dinner for 8, and not far from at least a few of
the Belleekers I had come to know well. But where? London (way too expensive and much too big), Prestbury
(a charming little town but way out of my financial range), Coventry (too big), Chester, a city I so like (too far
from international airport), Birmingham (affordable and with international airport, but city too big),
Wolverhampton (too big and too cumbersome to reach Birmingham Intl Airport); when I suggested Buxton,
Charles immediately offered to go flat hunting with me for a day. Actually found a flat right off the Market
Square, but I felt it also was a bit far for quick and easy access to airport—Manchester. Obviously I had been
overlooking the ideal place—Macclesfield. David, being with the borough council, was able to offer excellent
background information. Quickly I found a first floor flat that met all my requirements. It had been on the
market several months. Asking price was within budget. When I conferred with David, he thought I should
make an offer much less, which I did. By the time the estate agent got back with me in Houston, another
interested person had offered the asking price, and flat was under contract. I kidded Charles and Christine that
they would have to find me a flat. Indeed they took me very seriously and, in fact, did find what turned out to
be the perfect flat—and on the ground floor. He sent measurements of every room and space to the inch, and
dozens of photos; I bought it sight unseen. A couple months later, when I walked into MY flat, was I
disappointed? Not in the least. Fifteen years earlier in my most distant dreams did I ever think that I would
have my own second home in England? Never! And it originated because of that letter from Charles.
Fiona and Charles were among my frequent dinner guests. I always made sure I followed “American
recipes,” so if I goofed in cooking, I could say that I was sorry that the recipe was not to the liking of the
English palate. Ha. What happy memories I have of happenings at the flat and all people who came for a meal
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or, indeed, even spent a night or two (Simon and Mel—I pushed the singe beds together and used a king sized
sheet so that Caragh, then a small baby, could sleep between them
—Ann in the lounge on the not-socomfortable sofa bed and me on a cot in the kitchen), not to mention several American friends. How could all
of this have happened if not for owning the flat, which I never would have had were it not for the help of
David, introduced to me by Charles—all going back to to that first letter from Charles.
Probably one evening stands out most in my mind. Fiona and Charles had driven up to Macclesfield to fetch
me so that we could go to the Bingley Halls (Bowman) Fair at Stafford. (They were to stay up for dinner upon
our return.) I had seen a Neptune tea set with light blue, yellow and gold trim—dessert plates, cup and saucers,
teapot, creamer, sugar bowl (nothing priceless, by any means—all second green) and a matching bread plate
(third black). We were about ready to leave the fair, and I decided I WANTED that set—to use--so Charles and
Fiona waited while I made the purchase. Eddie and Linda were also to come for dinner that evening. They
didn’t know about my find, and we said nothing it to them. Come dessert time, when other dishes had been
cleared from the table, Charles and Fiona and I were giddy with anticipation when I brought out tea and dessert
on THE SET, and we could see Eddie’s shock and amazement. The look of surprise and his glee was priceless
and we all had a good hearty laugh. Would this have happened without Charles driving me down to the fair and
the two of them returning for dinner? Of course not. And it all goes back further to “The Letter.”
Time moves forward. I sold the flat after seven years because my father was alone and I needed to spend
more time going back and forth to Oklahoma. I never bought the flat as a monetary investment, but when sold,
I more than doubled my purchase price. I wish I could tell Charles what I did with the profits, but think they
just got put in with other investments. Good friend Patt Fox was gone then, as are some dear Belleekers, and
now Charles. Now Bob and Myra Roalfe have made me feel like family, and Paul, Pat and Patrick Tubb have
had me stay with them more times than I can recall.
Charles and Fiona had me in their home
numerous times and it was always delightful day. I
so enjoyed seeing their collections whether it was
their enamelled boxes, prints, porcelains, Belleek
OR their garden. Each item and plant seemed to
have a story behind it and they willingly shared.
On serious issues we did not always agree and I
always made it a “game” to be a “mediator” of
views, not always succeeding, of course, but that
did not keep us from being friends. Had Charles
and Fiona (and David) not visited me in Houston, I
never would have seen Charles’s childlike
eagerness in trying on felt cowboy hats at Walmart
and finally selecting one that he, a week later, wore
as he walked in the St. Patrick’s Day parade in
Seattle when the International Convention was held
there.
Charles with two painted Belleek dishes at our
Summer 2011 meeting near Coventry

To Charles, I say, “Look at all the things I’ve experienced in the almost last thirty years that I never would
have or even imagined if you had not written to me and started the ball rolling to so many happenings and
friends related to Belleek, Cats Protection, and all things English. Thank you. Rest in Peace.”

Karen
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Jean Norman 1926-2018
Published in Kansas City Star on Feb. 4, 2018

REBA IMAJEAN NORMAN Reba ImaJean "Jean" Norman passed away
on January 31st 2018 at the age of 91. Jean was born on April 11th 1926 in
Aurora, Missouri. She grew up and lived in several southern Missouri towns
until 1959 when she and her husband Max Norman moved the family from
Springfield to a home in Overland Park, Kansas where she lived for 59
years. She is preceded in death by her parents Aubrey Dowell and Iva Jones
and her husband of 64 years, Max Norman, who she met in third grade. She
is survived by her children Jan Cummings (Janet) and son Brad Norman
(Ric), seven grandchildren and four great-grandchildren.
In lieu of flowers the family suggests donations to the Alzheimer's
Association.

Jean and Max Norman at the 2007 Belleek Convention - this
picture taken at the Killyhevlin Hotel, Enniskillen
A Celebration of Life was held on February 24th at 1:00pm
with visitation at noon. Mt. Moriah, Newcomer & Freeman
Funeral Home, 10507 Holmes Rd. KC, MO. Private
entombment at Mount Moriah Cemetery.
Condolences from:
K a t h er i n e Ga er t n er
February 20, 2018

Jean was a dear friend and will be missed. My consolation is that she
is with Max. My condolences to her family.
E d di e Mur ph y
February 19, 2018

I am so sorry to hear of Jean's passing it was a great pleasure to meet
her
S u sa n T er e s c o
Feb ruary 16, 2018

So sorry to hear of Jean's passing. She and Max were always smiling
faces at the Belleek Collectors meetings. A lovely lady that will be
missed.
P a ul i n e a n d Ka y C or c or a n
February 16, 2018

Mom and I are so sad to hear of Jean's passing! We loved the times we spent with her talking about Belleek!
Be c k y C un n i n gh a m
February 4, 2018

I loved Jean - she lived in our neighborhood and she and my mother have been best friends for as long as I can remember!
The bridge games and the neighborhood parties were part of my childhood. It's hard to watch the old neighborhood gang
slip away from this world but I know that they will all be together again someday in Heaven playing bridge, drinking
wine , and laughing. That's how I will always remember Jean. God Bless her.
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Belleek Pottery News – the Masterpiece Collection
MASTERPIECE COLLECTION –The Golden Eagle

Ed: here is an absolutely stunning design by the Pottery – it seems that only now, with Fergus Cleary and Brendan
McCauley’s expertise, can it be made.

The eagle was originally commissioned by Belleek Pottery in the late 1970s but technical difficulties caused its
shelving for over forty years. However with a lot of perseverance we have been able to successfully produce
this magnificent and striking eagle, seen in all its glory.
The eagle is considered by many to be the king of the birds. Believed as a symbol for power, action, speed and
perception, it has powers of intuition, creativity and can balance power with grace all these because the eagle
has sharp vision which gives it the ability to see hidden truths and spiritual principles. In antiquity civilisations
such as the Roman Legions used the eagle as a symbol of the Emperor’s imperial power. Even today the eagle
is featured in the flags, emblems and crests of many countries around the world. The Golden Eagle is native to
Asia, Europe and North America. It was hunted extensively in the past but gladly now its numbers are rising
and has even been successfully re-introduced in parts of Ireland such as the Glenveigh National Park in Co.
Donegal.
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The Belleek Golden Eagle, stands over 21 inches tall, and is a truly magnificent sculptural piece. It will only be
made to order with a twelve week wait, as it still remains a difficult piece to make. Perhaps the only drawback
to this fabulous piece is the price, it is £7,500. This reflects the time required and the difficulty of its making
and in fact is probably quite a snip for such a thing, unlike anything that the Pottery has every made but
completely in line with its traditions and reputation for artistry and quality.
Here are some pictures of
the assembly process of
making the Golden Eagle,
the signature piece in
the Belleek Masterpiece
Collection.
Brendan McCauley is
assembling the eagle with
incredible care from the
individual moulded parts –
you can see from the other
hand to the left of the lower
left picture, that extra help
is sometimes required – in
this case from Fergus
Cleary.

The assembled and carefully fettled
piece, still unfired, must be left to
become strong enough to move to the
kiln – note the use of highly technical
aids – wooden props and J-cloths to
cushion the highly fragile assembly.
Ed: they’d better not let me get near it
(see “from the Editor”)
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The "Belleek Masterpiece Collection" is a celebration of the craft of creating Belleek and
the wonderful legacy of great and varied design styles since the company was founded,
over one hundred and sixty years ago, in 1857.
This Collection is a combination of old designs from our extensive archive along with many new creations
inspired by our rich history of unique and innovative design. To add this to this mix, some of the older pieces in
the group have been painted differently from their original style of decoration.
Each of the eighteen pieces in this compilation is marked by a Masterpiece stamp emphasising the excellence
and significance of every piece in the collection.

Details of the Golden Eagle
The Golden Eagle has been beautifully hand crafted by the skilled craftspeople at Belleek Pottery. It
remarkably shows a Golden Eagle ready to launch upon its prey. This Eagle has been through the famous 16
hand process to get to you today. Part of the 2018 Masterpiece Collection this Golden Eagle comes with a
unique stamp making it an extra special gift this year.
Due to the hand crafted nature of this piece, it is made to order. Please allow extra time for this piece to be
made and shipped from Ireland. Please email websales@belleek.ie for any information on production. On
Average there is a 12-15 week lead time*


Hand Crafted and Painted



Made in Ireland



Part of the 2018 Masterpiece Collection



Comes in stunning Belleek gift box



Measures 15"L x 22"W x 21.5"H



Price £7,500

The following 20 items form the New Belleek Masterpiece Collection

Classic Rose Isle Lamp (US Fitting) Classic Shamrock Honeypot on Stand
£150
£45
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Classic Masterpiece Vase
£45

Classic Wild Rose Leaf Basket
£110

Classic Shamrock Round Bottomed Jug
£30

Classic Round Covered Basket
£295

Classic Rose Isle Lamp
£150

Classic Male Greyhound Sitting
£150

Classic Golden Eagle
£7500

Classic Female Greyhound Sitting
£150
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Classic Devenish Round Tower
£135

Classic Queen’s Royal Gift Basket
£295

Classic Meditation
£325

Classic Cherub Box
£49

Classic ‘Prince of Wales’ Icepail
£4200

Classic Affection
£325
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Royal Wedding Basket
Article and pictures from the Belfast Telegraph

Belleek designer Clare Conway with the basket – and the Royal Wedding basket itself
The limited edition Royal Wedding Celebration Basket, priced at £200, marks the marriage of Prince Harry and
Meghan Markle on May 19.
The couple have asked anyone celebrating the occasion to consider making a donation to one of their chosen
charities. Belleek is aiming to donate £4,000 to the Children's HIV Association (CHIVA) through the sale of
the souvenir. The charity, one of those chosen by Prince Harry and Ms Markle, supports children growing up
with HIV and their families across the UK and Ireland.
Belleek designer Clare Conway explained:
"The heart shape has been used to represent romantic love since the 15th century and is a timeless symbol. It
has been used to symbolise the adoration between Prince Harry and Meghan. This hand-woven basket features
a ribbon detail at the top which signifies the marital saying 'tying the knot'.
The basket is adorned with roses, the national flower of both England and the United States of America. These
roses have been decorated in red, white and blue and symbolise the union between the couple as well as their
nationalities. Lily of the Valley is associated with the month of May and represents romance as well as
happiness, humility and sweetness; qualities which are also reflected in Harry and Meghan's warm characters.
The peony is widely rumoured to be Meghan's favourite flower, there is an iconic hand-crafted Belleek
Shamrock to wish the happy couple a lucky start to their marriage and a joy-filled future together."
A limited edition of 200 Royal Wedding Celebration Baskets will be handcrafted at Belleek Pottery and 10% of
every sale will go directly to CHIVA.
Belleek Group managing director John Maguire said: "'We are very happy for Prince Harry and Meghan and
are delighted to launch this very special basket which has been inspired by their union."
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John Maguire is the new
High Sheriff of
Fermanagh

Back in January this year we received
this announcement – excellent news for
John and for Belleek Pottery.

As reported in the Fermanagh Herald.
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Another link with
the University of
Ulster for Belleek
Pottery
Belleek Pottery already has close
links with the University of
Ulster – notably through the
annual Richard K Degenhardt
Belleek Collectors Scholarships
(see report in this Newsletter).
This news shows a move to even
closer cooperation.
It is a somewhat moot point that
the report states that “Over the
years, Belleek has accumulated
an extensive archive of paper
ephemera, plaster moulds and
sample products…” This is in
some ways anything but the case:
there is an almost complete lack
of paper records from the first
period that you might reasonably
expect a working pottery to
possess - pattern books, shape
books, decoration details, design
documents, wages books and
order books – all of these are
missing, presumed lost.
The reasons why all this valuable information is now gone are fairly easy to determine. One of the most
important being the hiatus that occurred when David McBirney and then Robert Armstrong died and the
ensuing radical and sudden change of ownership and management style. It appears that most of Armstrong’s
meticulously kept records at the Pottery went missing at this time – the only one of his important documents
that is still extant is Armstrong’s diary (several volumes).
Other ephemera which does exist amounts to some commercial catalogues, the Pottery’s registered designs and
patents, contemporary newspaper reports and old advertisements. In addition, and most importantly, two
specific pieces of ephemera do still exist: the old visitors book (rescued by Belleek collectors) and the old
photograph album (put into print by Fergus Cleary). This sounds like quite a lot of material, but if you think
about what the Pottery should have had and is now lost, it does not amount to much.
In fact, it is almost entirely the work of individual Belleek collectors that has brought information to light which
would otherwise have been lost. There is one highly honourable exception to this: at the Pottery, one person,
Fergus Cleary, has also worked absolutely tirelessly to preserve Belleek’s heritage. Singlehandedly, he has
rescued and created an archive of the old moulds and has saved and gathered together any scraps of paper
records, photographs and other material that have come his way.
Maybe it is Fergus who should be awarded this Ph.D.?
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News from the World of Ceramics
Some pricey pots – as reported by Jan Golaszewski. The reports are from the Daily Mail.

Editor: Bev Marvell cites a Chinese vase that sold for over £53
million (obviously to a Chinese buyer) in her article in this
Newsletter on Reticulated Belleek – yes, this vase was reticulated,
but I don’t think that’s what made it so expensive.
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And then there’s this from Robert Lane…

A Broken Teapot Fetches $800,000 at Auction
Boston Tea Party Ships & Museum, February 27, 2018 by Bruce Richardson
Gasps, and then applause filled the room as the gavel fell at Woolley & Wallis Auctioneers in the cathedral
town of Salisbury recently when an unpretentious teapot—missing its lid and with a broken handle— fetched
over $800,000, courtesy of New York’s Metropolitan Museum of Art.

Remarkably, the keen-eyed owner paid only $20 for the relic via an online auction two years ago.
This important porcelain teapot was made in America prior to the Boston Tea Party by South Carolina potter
John Bartlam, America’s first porcelain artist. It is only the seventh recorded piece of John Bartlam’s porcelain
and relates to a group of wares sold at auction in 2002. Among that group were four tea bowls which were
found to match sherds excavated at Bartlam’s factory site in Cain Hoy, South Carolina. It is thought the teapot
and bowls were brought to Britain by him during a visit in 1769. Two of those tea bowls were sold to American
museums, another to a private collector, and the fourth was sold at Christie’s, New York, in 2013 for $146,500.
The teapot’s pattern matches the tea bowls’ style, one side illustrating two sandhill cranes beneath a tall
palmetto tree (the state tree of South Carolina) beside figures in a sampan and a solitary figure in another boat.
The reverse side shows a version of the Man on the Bridge pattern depicting a Chinese pagoda landscape.
Ed: maybe you can understand this little teapot’s price given its history… the question I would like to ask,
however is “How do they know this is that very teapot?” It looks just like the English porcelain of this time: it
takes a really keen eye to spot the American elements of the decoration.
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It makes you wonder if we are collecting the right type of porcelain!

Group News and Snippets
Firstly the really boring stuff… but changes in EU legislation oblige us to notify all of you of our policy.

UK Belleek Collectors’ Group - Data Protection

April 2018

The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) come into force in May. Consequently your Officers have
recently reviewed who holds what personal data on members and what procedures we use. We only keep data
which is essential to manage and run our Group. No personal data the Group holds has been, nor will be, shared
with a third party (except to conform with the law).
Personal data is held solely for the purposes of:





Managing your membership to fulfil the objectives of the Group
Communicating details of the Group’s meetings, events and activities
Communicating information we believe will be of interest to members
To distribute the Group’s publications

We have no plans to change what and how we communicate with you. If you have any questions or comments
please get in touch with our Administrator, Bev Marvell.

Eileen and Bernard Burgham on Belleek Retailers’ Marks
We had been members of the Belleek Collectors International Society since 1997 - we decided to join the UK
Collectors Group in 2006. The first meeting we went to was at Stoke on Trent. We went on the Sunday only as
it was held at Wedgwood museum which I had always wanted to see. Eddie and Linda Murphy were the hosts
for the day and we were lucky enough to sit with them at lunchtime. During lunch, we were talking about our
collections and antique fairs that we have been to. One piece we had found at a fair was stamped John
Mortlock, it was a jug that also had a Belleek stamp on its base. We were wondering if it was an genuine item
or a fake. Eddie told us that Belleek made items for shops to sell and those shops wanted their name to be on
the items as well as Belleek’s. This was not just in England but internationally as well. So we have now found
John Mortlock, London; Robinson and Cleaver, Belfast and Feeney & Co., Buenos Aires.
Anyway, armed with this knowledge
(thanks to both Eddie and Linda), when
we were at our local antique fair we
spotted another piece of Mortlock: a corn
on the cob (shown here). We bought it the seller could not get rid of it quickly
enough… so he obviously thought it was
a fake! …but with our new knowledge
since joining the group, we knew
different.
We are still learning about Belleek we
certainly don’t know everything.
Editor: the more you learn the more you
realise how little you know!
Reference: Tony Fox and Bev Marvell – Belleek Black Mark Tea Ware book – for details on retailers’ marks.
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We hope to get an extensive article on retailers and their marks from Simon Whitlock soon, based in part on his
talk at the recent Cornwall meeting.
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From Jan Golaszewski – a nice photo – “The Committee”

Paul Ewings, Treasurer; Bev Marvell, Administrator and Paul Tubb, Chairman

From Joanna Urbanek – two Jugs – one Belleek and one not
I have two small items: jugs of the same shape and
with near identical moulded decoration. One is
Belleek, the other one is of unknown manufacture.
The interesting thing is that the unknown jug is
dated (in gilding) to 1864. It is probable that the
Belleek example is a later copy but probably not
much later and is therefore probably a good
example of early Belleek. It would be nice to think
that the Belleek one also dated to 1864… but this is
surely highly unlikely.
Belleek jug top
Unknown jug below
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2018 Richard K Degenhardt Award
The award ceremony was held at Ulster University Belfast Campus School of Art on Friday 8th June 2018

In the picture here:
(from left to right)
Representing the Northern Ireland Belleek Collectors Group are Trevor and Helen Rankin, the award winners Lauren O’Neill,
Tamara Rose Doherty and Annita McKee, finally a representative of the University of Ulster. Not shown is Clare Conway who
represented Belleek Pottery – she is shown as the designer of the Royal Wedding basket on page 14 of this Newsletter.

Linda Beard, who has tirelessly administered and looked after the Degenhardt Awards since their inception,
told us: “These special awards were recently given out as a part of the end of year ceremonies for the School of
Arts at Ulster University. This year, we had especially wonderful Awardees and I have sent along their
photographs as well as a summary of their planned work. It is interesting that the young woman who won the
Celtic Studies award this year also plays the Irish Harp. She performed during the end of year ceremonies and
everyone especially enjoyed her playing of the Harp. What a treat for everyone!”
You will also want to know that to date, we have presented 45 awards to Ulster University students over a 17
year period. I think that you will agree that this is a wonderful accomplishment.
Helen Rankin reports: We were met in the reception area at 3pm by Caroline Armstrong of the UU staff who
introduced us to “our winners”. They are all outstanding students.
Celtic Studies
Ceramics
Ceramics

Lauren O’Neill – Harpist – using scholarship to research harp music
Tamara Rose Doherty – using scholarship to travel and gain experience in design
Annita McKee – undergraduate using scholarship for further experience in design

Lauren talked to us about her future studies and played her small Canadian harp for the reception.
We were escorted up to the 4th floor to view the exhibition of Final Year work. Tamara explained her influence
from a family set of plates.
Annita was accompanied by her mother and she showed us two examples of her “egg ceramics”.
At 4pm we were escorted to our front seats in the lecture theatre – Clare Conway from the Pottery Design Team
joined us and explained she was herself a UU Ceramics graduate.
Janet Mackle (a retired UU employee) took the place of Linda Beard who could not be present and handed out
the certificates and cheques.
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Tamara Rose Doherty
BA Hons Ceramics, Silversmithing & Jewellery
Tamara’s work reflects the fragility of memories through the
passing of time conveyed through the use of porcelain forms
with a minimal aesthetic and a refined colour palette. The
commercial potential of Tamara’s work is demonstrated
through her gallery and magazine experience, being asked to
feature In ‘1305’ art magazine, and the ‘New Designers’
Exhibition in London in July 2018, after gaining interest
through her social media presence.
Tamara is using her scholarship funding to attend Mary Ward
Centre’s Sculpture, Porcelain and Paper Clay Masterclass in
July 2018 and to support her in travelling to London from in
July for the ‘New Designers’ exhibition and to help with the
costs associated with her display. The funding will also help
her to attend ‘Sarah Walker’s, Grow your social presence’
course in Co. Cork.

Annita McKee
BA Hons Ceramics, Silversmithing & Jewellery
Annita creates unique porcelain sculptures incorporating pebbles she
collects from Irish shores and seas. Her work invites curiosity and has an
aesthetic quality, appealing to a people from all walks of life. The idea of
making ceramic pieces from pebbles and stones can also be extended to
other projects such as functional dishes, which Annita is currently
focussing on creating.
Annita will use the scholarship funding to help her to combine glass within
her pieces. She will attend a week long master class with glass artist
Alison Lowry to develop her skills. She will also use part of the funding to
enable her to scuba dive in the underwater museum Museo Atlantico in
Lanzarote for inspiration for new pieces.

Lauren O’Neill
PhD
Lauren is currently undertaking a Practice as
Research PhD programme of study in which her
work as an artist, specifically a traditional harp
player, is situated at the core of the research.
Lauren will use the scholarship funding in support
of visits to Wales to conduct research and also to
Scotland to view manuscripts of Scottish music.
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Spring 2018 Long Weekend in Cornwall
Friday 23rd, Saturday 24th & Sunday 25th March 2018
Hosts: Melanie and Simon Whitlock and Ann Ewing
The time had arrived to pack those suitcases for our
next Belleek weekend meeting to be held in and
around Looe, Cornwall. Spring was on the point of
arriving but we still had to cope with a few (heavy!)
showers. There is much to see and do, so we
certainly decided to add an extra day or two to our
visit – arriving on the Friday and leaving on the
Monday. It was also an excellent opportunity to stock
up on amazing local pasties in Looe - the best ones

reputedly being from the famous Sarah, whose outlet is
absolutely tiny, tucked away in a backstreet near the
harbour in Looe. Most importantly, the weekend
included a large dose of our favourite Belleek activity –
Belleek viewing! As is usually the case when we hold
our meeting in Looe, the base was the Hannafore hotel
overlooking the sea and a short walk into the lovely
quaint town of Looe famous for its fish.
Above: The Hannafore Point Hotel – our lovely base
in Looe
Left: Sarah’s Pasty Shop in Looe

Friday 23rd March
‘Early arrivals’ including Bev and me joined Ann
Ewing in the afternoon at her home in Callington for
Belleek viewing and the first cream tea of the meeting.

Right: Ann Ewing sorting out the cream teas for her
visitors – Simon Whitlock and Karen Kincheloe look
on.
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Did I say that Ann is a teaware collector… take it
from me: she is. Here is a selection of dejeuner sets
from her extensive collection…
Shamrock, Echinus - with orange coral,
Echinus – lustre, Cone - pink tint,
Erne – cob lustre details, Tridacna – pink tint,
Hexagon – pink tint, Harp Shamrock,
Neptune – cob lustre interiors.
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Chris Reynolds is
delighted to see Patrick
Tubb at Ann’s

Lovely ribbon plate
with monogram –
coloured covered
basket.

Second period crested cup with Londonderry coat of arms – I never realised the arms were so macabre.

A good opportunity for a nice chat…
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Lovely little 3-strand basket
A selection of baskets and woven plate

A very interesting and happy afternoon – and some very interesting Belleek…
Lovely third black Celtic (tall) bread plate…
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…and how about this shell dish in a purpose made silver plated cradle? – Ed: we really need some research
into these items.

Wonderful hospitality from Ann and very enjoyable for all of us.

Friday Evening at the Old Sail Loft
We walked from
the Hannafore
Point Hotel into
Looe to our
venue for the
evening: The
Old Sail Loft…

the weather was decidedly not so
Spring-like as it was pouring with
rain. We dried ourselves off – it’s a
long walk in the rain as it’s across the
harbour and you need to go quite
some distance to cross the bridge over
from West Looe to East Looe.

the Looe river

The Old Sail Loft
Relaxing after drying off from the rain…
The food is excellent… Linda Murphy and our
host Simon Whitlock would definitely agree with
this.
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Saturday 24th March
Following the previous day’s rain, the
weather was still rather murky… this
was of course of no importance as
today was the day that we were going
to see Simon and Mel’s Belleek at
their home in Liskeard, just a few
miles inland from Looe. We arrived
promptly at 10 a.m.
This is indeed a true highlight because
the Whitlock Belleek collection is
amongst the best in the country – in
fact amongst the best in the world – no
exaggeration! Of course there is a
very important factor that needs to be
taken into account when choosing
items to illustrate from this very extensive collection: we come and visit Simon and Mel every couple of years –
truly their hospitality is without parallel – and so we already know many of the pieces well: they have been
shown on the pages of this Newsletter in previous editions. Because of this, I have tried to concentrate on new
acquisitions and unusual, quirky or very rare pieces… or just items that caught my eye, or were appropriate to
the themes of the forthcoming Sunday meeting.

Eddie Murphy
with a very
unusual small
bottle vase
Classic
Echinus
dejeuner set
Painted plate by
Cyril Arnold
And teapot
stand by
Eugene
Sheerin?
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And here’s another one of
these shell dishes in a
silver plated cradle – did I
say they were rare? – well
they are… but we wonder
if all the cradles were made
by the same maker. Were
they supplied like this from
the Pottery or did one of
Belleek’s retailers
commission them?
Editor: yes, I really would
like someone to do
research on this.
The shell dish in cradle
The mark in the silver
plate
The Belleek mark – this
item was also exhibited at
our UK Convention in
Stoke-on-Trent in 1997.
Lovely Shepherd and Dog
Candlestick
Highly decorated spirit
flask
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Reticulated
Belleek?
Bev gives this
item the onceover…
This one is
more probably
Graingers
Worcester
See Bev’s
article later in
this Newsletter

A rare Apple Inkwell…

…and what’s this lurking among the
reeds and bird painted breakfast
service… we couldn’t believe our
eyes: it is a magnificent Bittern
Centrepiece - a new acquisition.
Bev is amazed…
Detail of the fabulous moulding on
the Bitterns… and isn’t that a
reticulated edge to the bowl of the
centrepiece?
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More rare and beautiful items… including “Pattern 36” part Tea Set!
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We eventually ended up in Mel
and Simon’s kitchen and the
real reason for the visit then
became clear – the very
traditional and acclaimed
Cornish delicacies – namely
pasties and scones with clotted
cream and jam…
…this must be the Cornish way
of doing the scones – jam first
and then clotted cream.
Host Mel modelling with a
small Belleek pot
Prince of Wales Icepail
(detail shown on page 32)

After lunch and a great deal of
animated conversation, we made our
way back to Looe – the weather was
now improving (Hooray!) and the
afternoon was our own for
sightseeing, shopping or anything
else we wanted. Maybe even a bit of
exercise to prepare us for dinner at
the Hannafore after that magnificent
lunch.
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Saturday Evening – Dinner at the Hannafore Point Hotel
Meeting and greeting,
The dinner and
conversation over
after dinner coffee.
In anticipation fot the
Sunday Meeting.
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Sunday 25th March

At last – a lovely day! A great day for our meeting.

MEETING AGENDA











10:00 Meeting opens
10:10 News from Belleek Pottery and the Devotee award
10:30 Talk by Simon Whitlock – ‘Belleek Retailers and
their Marks’
11:15 Morning coffee or tea
11:45 Talk by Bev Marvell – ‘Reticulated Belleek’
12:15 Lunch (carvery and dessert (2 courses))
2:15 Belleek Forum: ‘The Heavy Stuff’ – Earthenware
Please bring a piece (or more!) if you can
- or email an image/s (for adding to a slide show).
3:30 Afternoon tea or coffee
4:00 Meeting officially ends.

A warm welcome was extended to Members and visitors
(Niall and Carol, Steve and Val Burdett, Georgina’s friend
Rob, Karen’s friend Caroline) and apologies were given.
Pat & Paul Tubb
and Pat & Brian
Russell had
attended the funeral
of Charles
Easthope, one of
our founder Members. Betty Bowman, well known from the Stafford
antique fairs, has also passed away.
Patricia sent good wishes, and in Pottery news they are back on full
time (5 days a week) but possibly with fewer workers.
Pictures: Georgina Reece and her friend Rob – Deliberations before
the meeting and Paul Tubb getting the show on the road
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Devotee Award
The Devotee Award for 2017 was announced, and it goes to… Chris
Marvell (right). He was delighted to receive a Pasture Lamp from the
range by Wendy Ward.
Ed: yes, I think these Wendy Ward designs are simply excellent… also
see the “And Finally” piece in this Newsletter.

Talk on Belleek Retailers by Simon Whitlock
Simon (below) gave a talk on ‘Belleek Retailers and Their Marks’. In
the first black period there was John Mortlock, Oxford Street, London; a
different mark is seen in the brass engraving held by the Pottery.
Barnicott & Banfield, Sydenham; the company was dissolved in 1874.

Other retailers looked at were: Hotel
Compton, Liverpool, on an
earthenware platter; Whyte & Co.,
Marlborough Street, Dublin, still
trading as auctioneers; T. Dockrell
& Sons (has anyone seen a piece?);
Callinan & Son, Suffolk St., Dublin;
Wm Curtis, Abbey St., Dublin;
Henry Kerill, Upper Dorset St.,
Dublin; Maple & Co., Tottenham
Court Road, London; Clerys
Restaurant, Dublin; John Nagle,
Dublin; John McCall &
Co., London; and
Chemical Body Opaque
Porcelain with Belleek
mark.
Ed: we are hoping that
Simon will give us a
complete version of the
talk as an article for the
next Newsletter.

John Mortlock retailer’s
mark on Belleek and an
early advertisement for
Mortlock’s on Oxford
Street.
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Simon had to call in
a technical expert –
that is someone
considerably younger
- to fix computer
problems during his
talk…
…and Karen was
plotting: she had
some gifts and
arranged an
impromptu raffle.

Talk on Reticulated Belleek by Bev Marvell
After refreshments, Bev gave a talk on ‘Reticulated Belleek’. First she
explained what is meant by reticulation and looked at its history.
Originally seen in China and Japan, the technique spread to Europe and
was used in Germany (Meissen), France (Sèvres) and then England at
Chamberlains, Worcester, as a copy of Sèvres. Kerr and Binns did more
of the same. Grainger’s, Worcester, introduced parian as a base for
reticulation; Locke Worcester also made pieces. In the 1870s at Royal
Worcester, George Owen produced some very fine pieces, like lace.
Derby made a bit in the 1870s, in parian, the best being by Samuel
Swann. Belleek made a few pieces including the one Bev called “little
urn”. The mould has been dated to 1867. A similar piece could have a
false mark (on Grainger’s). In a tale of three scent bottles, one thought to
be Belleek is in fact Goss, another is by Royal Worcester and a third by
Belleek (but unmarked). There were two examples of lidded bowls: one
not as fine and with no inner liner, the other having a liner but no lid.
Ed: Bev’s complete article appears on page 58 of this Newsletter.

Karen Kincheloe with Caragh Whitlock and then Georgina Reece – with a little dish, one of her gifts.
After Bev’s talk, we adjourned for lunch which was an extensive carvery, just a short step away in the beautiful
sunny dining room at the Hannafore Point Hotel.
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Earthenware Forum

After a good lunch it was time for a forum on
Earthenware – The Heavy Stuff. This was led
by Eddie and Simon.
Some of the Earthenware items on display

Simon with a
Ederney
Lodge
Masonic plate
Eddie with a
very rare
Coronation
mug
Melvinware
Urinal
Large
stoneware jug
in a vine
pattern
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Melvinware faux marble jug

Large spongeware platter

Beautiful Thorn
ewer with full
colour decoration
on the transfer
A very minimally
decorated bread
plate – the handles
are not even cut
out.

Beautifully
decorated
large ewer in
Flaxman’s
Greek or
“Etruscan”
design.
A damaged
and stained
dish –
collectable
nonetheless.
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Footbath Jug decorated with grasses and butterflies – most worthy of inspection…
Earthenware used to be regarded as a poor relation with not many collectors. It can be very plain for use every
day, but in contrast some painted pieces are works of art. In a fun quiz called ‘Play Your Marks Right’ we had
to guess the marks on various pieces displayed on the table. These included plates, cups, jug and bowl, a
toothbrush holder, Etruscan jugs, a globe ewer and a Melvin Ware urinal. Eddie found that that a stained jelly
mould became clean when he used it to make blancmange (strawberry flavour)! Simon showed a bowl with an
impressed 2nd period mark. A mug (no mark) and half a dozen different handles came from the Pottery tip. A
holy-water font was also made in earthenware (2nd period). A vine jug that is stoneware is impressed Belleek,
Co. Fermanagh. There was also a tea plate, a Fumaria plate in blue colourway.
Lovely platter with a deep blue transfer in the
Fumaria design – this design is one of Belleck’s
most individual ones featuring the plant
commonly seen in Ireland.

There was a mug for a lunatic asylum, a Melvin Ware
bread plate (3rd period), a hybrid of Celtic tea ware.
Melvinware plate with colour decal (rather than the
normal transfer) print – to save cost.
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Bev with Simon’s footbath jug and Chris
and Bev’s matching footbath
Simon has a large foot-bath jug decorated
beautifully with butterflies; Bev and Chris
have the foot bath! These pieces have a huge
1st period mark and an impressed harp and
crown. The butterflies probably came on a
separate transfer.

Bev with globe ewer.
Bev Marvell and Linda Murphy
comparing marks on two ewers
Bev also showed their Thorn
covered sauce tureen with its
underplate. Other items displayed included a large globe jug that comes with a
chamber pot; a soup bowl that is part of the Dr. Ternan service; a plate from
Knockninny Hotel (1st period); a small globe jug and matching bowl; a large Thorn
slop pail minus its lid (blue & gilt), possibly for use under a sink. Elaine showed an
oval platter with green decoration in the Japanese design; this is put to use for
serving nibbles when they have visitors. Paul T. has a sauce boat and under plate
marked for St. Joseph Girls’ Orphanage, Bundoran.

Two items with rather crude transfers – a mug and a small bowl.
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If anyone has an unusual piece of earthenware, please let Eddie know.
A slide show had pictures
of even more pieces: an
Etruscan set; plates with a
crest; a washstand bowl
(Coalisland, very naïve);
two daisy jugs, one with
1st period mark; a
Japanese tray; and Praise
Ye The Lord plate.
Various plaques included
one by Eugene Sheerin.
There were also photos of
a number of items from
Don Campbell’s
collection.
Conversations about the
pieces on display
continued throughout
afternoon tea and beyond.
The forum format is
proving to be very
popular.
A table draw was held for
a number of items kindly
sent by the Pottery.
This had been a very
special weekend for some
of our Members.
Eileen and Bernard
Burgham celebrated their
45th wedding anniversary
with us on the Saturday.
David and Chris
Reynolds had recently
marked 20 years of
marriage…
…while Bev and Chris Marvell were about to celebrate their silver
wedding on April 1st.
Georgina with large Thorn slop pail – Karen and Caroline inspect
the ware - Paul with orphanage dish – Simon, Eddie and Bev
receive their gifts.
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Not to be outdone, Paul and Pat would be
celebrating their golden wedding in mid-April.
Gifts were presented to Bev, Simon and Eddie
for their contributions to the talks, and to
Simon and Mel for hosting another fabulous
weekend in Cornwall.

At the end of the meeting, Julia Reece brought along a small
parian woven basket… this was NOT Belleek but Clyhore.
Very rare.

Julia’s CLYHORE basket – it is marked CLYHORE CO.
DONEGAL IRELAND
It was interesting to see a little delicate piece after all that
heavy earthenware.
The meeting came to a close… but for most of us, it was not
the end of the weekend – we had arranged to go out for a meal
in the evening and were going to stay until Monday… one
reason was to get a supply of pasties to take home on Monday
morning.
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Sunday Evening

Beautiful Looe – at the Smugglers Cott – and Looe Harbour from the
bridge at night as we walked back to the Hannafore Point Hotel
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Early Belleek Marks and Ware
The Rare ‘BELLEEK
ENNISKILLEN’ Roundel
Tony Fox and Bev Marvell
Tony said it was time we got stuck into an area of research we had often talked about - the ‘Belleek
Enniskillen Roundel’. You may have noticed this very rare printed mark yourself (shown above).
We thought that this subject would have well defined boundaries so that we could tackle it without too much
straying from the core subject. But how wrong (and naïve) we were! Research subjects just seem to balloon out
of control and set off in all sorts of directions.
This article deals with the earliest known marks and
decoration used by the Belleek Pottery. We believe
that the Pottery initially used the ‘Belleek
Enniskillen’ roundel (see above) before transitioning
to the well-known dog/tower/harp logo with the
addition of the Belleek banner used as the First Period
mark. In this early period no parian was produced at
Belleek (but maybe at Worcester using Belleek
materials), Armstrong was involved in a great deal of
experimentation on earthenware bodies and
particularly his favoured technique of manufacture
using a dry (dust) pressing method, which he later
patented.
Right: Pot stand, front with Belleek logo, back with
‘BELLEEK ENNISKILLEN’ roundel
Lower Right: Detail of the central logo design on a
similar pot stand.
Two different theories have been put forward by various
people to Fergus Cleary at the Pottery:


That Bloomfield manufactured ceramic items with this
roundel before the Pottery got going. He certainly was
keen to provide employment and was involved in many
small ‘industries’: flax, bricks. But there is no evidence
that he had the kind of facilities/expertise/labour required
to make these ceramic items.



That the roundel is a very early Belleek Pottery mark.
Fergus concurs with this view and so do we.
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Belleek Enniskillen Roundel to the Back. Front with the Dog/Tower/Harp Logo


Rare items have been seen with a Belleek Enniskillen roundel printed on
the back. It is always printed in the same colour as the front transfer
decoration, this would indicate that both the front design and roundel were
engraved onto the same copper transfer plate. Unfortunately, to date, no
copper transfer plates have been discovered at the Pottery with the roundel
mark. The design of the roundel is, in fact, similar in format to the Kerr
and Binns roundel (1852-62) used at Worcester (see right).



The decoration on the front of such items is always a transfer of the
same large and well detailed design:
- Most importantly, it has a central design of the Dog/Tower/Harp. Essentially what we know as the
Belleek trade mark but without the Belleek banner underneath.
- Circular border of ‘Convolvulus Flowers and Leaves’.
- Inner circle of a square wave ‘squiggle’ design.



But there are 2 subtle variations to the Belleek Enniskillen roundel and also to the design of the
Dog/Tower/Harp logo.

-

Variation 1: If the roundel has a double outer circle with spacers, then the dog
sits on stony ground with a few Shamrocks and faint clouds behind the tower.

-

Variation 2: If the roundel only has a single outer circle, the dog sits on more
detailed ground with more obvious Shamrocks especially to the sides, no clouds
and the border design is in reverse (i.e. the negative).
This would indicate that there were at least 2 engraved copper transfer plates.
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 Only 2 item types have been seen with this roundel:
- Round Pot Stands
The round pot stands have an outer raised lip and 3 bun feet (often now
broken off). 7 inches diameter.
Note: We call them pot stands as the term trivet is probably not correct.
Trivets are usually defined as being made of iron/metal, but they too have
3 or 4 feet and are used to stand a hot pot on.

- Square Tiles and Stands
The square stands have 4 bun feet, but
the tiles obviously have none. 9.25
inches across.
The square design is filled out in the
corners with circles containing a bunch
of Shamrocks.
A couple of examples have had the
transfer design hand-tinted in multi
colours with gilt. A square pot stand is in
the Collins Barracks Museum, Dublin.
Another, identically multi coloured, is a
framed tile. Maybe its feet were
removed for fitting in the frame! (Ref
A).



We are confident that these pot stands and tiles were manufactured using
Armstrong’s patent dry dust pressing technique. This is sometimes
incorrectly described as an ‘encaustic’ process, it has similarities, but the
encaustic process also involves pressing in separate moulded decoration.
Both processes result in very hard and durable items (like telegraph
insulators and mortar & pestles), hence the examples we see today are still
in relatively good condition – usually in better condition than latter
‘normal’ earthenware pieces.
Right: Example of a dust press



But is the main central design of Dog/Tower/Harp a trade mark? Or
maybe it is just an advertisement for Belleek? See Appendix A for a
discussion on trade marks.



Colour of decoration seen so far: monochrome (turquoise, blue, indigo,
red, puce), with some square items in hand tinted multi-colours.
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Belleek First Period to the Back. Front with Dog/Tower/Harp Logo.
(the same design as that on Belleek Enniskillen roundel stands)


We have seen a single example of a round
pot stand which from the front looks like
(has the same design as) the ones already
described - BUT instead of being marked on
the back with the Belleek Enniskillen
roundel, it now has a normal Belleek First
Period mark.



On the above example, the First Period mark is blue (top right), which matches the blue rim trim.
It might also have an impressed Harp (no Crown), but very badly defined. If so, this could be an
earthenware body and so must be post-August 1864 (see later).



It is the same shape/size as the round pot stands described before, with outer raised lip (which might be
slightly different to previous ones), and it did once have 3 bun feet, 7” diameter.



It has the same circular design to the border of ‘Convolvulus Flowers & Leaves’ as seen on the Belleek
Enniskillen roundel ‘Variation 2’ examples.
This ‘Convolvulus Flowers & Leaves’ border design seems to have only been used in conjunction with the
central Dog/Tower/Harp logo (no Belleek banner) and not used again after this.



We propose that this transition to a First Period mark (the mark we know and love!), but still using the same
logo to the front, indicates the next stage in Belleek manufacture and marks.
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NO mark on the Back. Front with the Belleek First Period
Mark used as Decoration.
Right: No mark on the back!


The next transition in Belleek marks shows a subtle change to the front
design. The central decoration (below right) is similar to that used with the
Belleek Enniskillen roundel, except it has the addition of the ‘BELLEEK’
banner, it now resembles the First Period mark (trade mark) we
know. The design is still large and well engraved.



There is NO MARK to the back. Deemed unnecessary!



We have seen many more examples of this type of decoration with
no mark to the back, does this indicate that there was increased
production?



This design is now seen on a wider variety of item types:
-

Round pot stands, still with the same shape of outer raised lip
and 3 bun feet.
Mugs, in 2 shapes, straight sided and curved sided.
Plates and bowls, of many sizes

We have not seen this design on any square tiles or stands.


There is now a choice of 2 circular border decorations:

-

‘Loops’ border (as named by Neville Maguire, Ref E).
We have not found this border on any copper transfer plate still at the Pottery.
Circular pot
stands which have
the central
Belleek First
Period mark (as
seen here),
always have this
“Loops” border.
We do not know
if this pot stand
was made using
dry dust pressing
or is earthenware.
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-

‘Shamrock Wreaths with Ribbons’
border (as named by Neville Maguire,
Ref E).
We have found this on 1 copper transfer
plate still at the Pottery.
We think items with this border are
earthenware, made conventionally rather
than dust pressed.
Mugs which have the central Belleek First Period mark on the front, always have the Shamrock Wreaths
with Ribbon border (as seen below).

Neville Maguire, in his book, shows a nice selection of straight sided mugs and small bowls (Ref E).


Note: At the time the Belleek First Period mark was introduced as the main central decoration, we no longer
see the “Convolvulus Flowers and Leaves” border (was this discontinued?).



We propose that this change to the front design
from the previous central logo, to one which
now incorporates the full First Period mark
(with BELLEEK banner), represents the next
phase in Belleek production/marks. This is also
supported by an extension to the item types
offered.

Right: Large bowl with trade mark
decoration and “Shamrock Wreath
with Ribbon” border
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First Period Mark to the Back - but Front Decoration has NO central Belleek First
Period Mark, it only has ‘Loop’ or ‘Shamrock Wreath with Ribbon’


From now on we find earthenware items which are decorated with just the ‘Loop’ or ‘Shamrock Wreaths
with Ribbon’ borders (with a lovely/large Belleek First Period mark on the back). Item types now include
whole dinner services (incorporating tureens, etc.).

Left: The “Loop” border seems to
be the less common of the 2
border types.

Left and Below: The more
common “Shamrock
Wreath with Ribbon”
border

Left: large earthenware ewer (from a toilet
set) with the “shamrock wreath with
ribbon” decoration. Blue first period mark
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We think these 2 borders were early introductions, maybe from around the time that the ‘Convolvulus
Flowers and Leaves’ border was dropped. Of the many examples seen with these borders, most do not have
the Belleek First Period mark design to the front.



These early wares have a printed First Period mark to the back which is
large and detailed. This mark is very similar to the First Period mark
used previously as central decoration on the front. The mark’s colour
usually is not black, but self-coloured (to match the transfer ink of the
main decoration, as it was probably printed from the same copper plate
as the main decoration).



Some of these items also have an impressed Harp or impressed Harp and
Crown.
We have looked through the Armstrong Diaries and can date precisely
when these impressed marks were introduced:-

Harp: 1864 August 11th - “This mixture I ordered to have the Harp
impressed on each article”.

-

Harp and Crown: 1868 May 30th - “So have a crown over Harp Body
hence to be our “Crown harp”
Above right: Title page from Armstrong’s first diary

So, Belleek Enniskillen – Why?


Belleek was, before the success of the Pottery, a small relatively remote
village.



It is clear from the title
page of Armstrong’s
diary (1860) that Belleek
was strongly identified
with Enniskillen (above
right, with detail right).
This is how Armstrong
saw Belleek at this time.



1865 August 5th - Northern Standard, ‘Postal Address Changes’: New
postal/addressing arrangements state that Belleek ‘Near Enniskillen’
should no longer be used. (right, with detail below).
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Conclusion
The ‘BELLEEK ENNISKILLEN’ roundel is the earliest known Belleek mark, possibly in use as early as 1862
(when Armstrong’s kiln at Belleek becomes available), perhaps discontinued as early as 1863. The Pottery
produced only simple pot stands and tiles which were decorated with the Dog/Tower/Harp logo (no Belleek
banner yet). Using the dry dust pressing method, no skilled work force would be required and they could fire
their kilns at lower temperatures using peat. Belleek’s postal address is known as ‘Enniskillen’. This is before
the Goss workers arrived.
Fairly quickly, the Belleek First Period mark proper was adopted for marking the back and the BELLEEK
ENNISKILLEN roundel dropped. Perhaps commercial production was stepped up when an operational kiln
was available in 1863. The First Period mark was certainly in use by May 1864 according to press reports. But,
the same ‘easy’ pot stands and tiles are still produced with exactly the same decoration of the Dog/Tower/Harp
logo (with no Belleek banner) to the front. It seems that Belleek geographically was no longer tied to
Enniskillen (Post Office changes to addressing due to the advent of the railway), perhaps also because the
Pottery was taking off and Belleek was known in its own right. “Belleek (near) Enniskillen” addressing had
certainly been dropped by mid-1865.
1864 Belleek goes to its first exhibition so the “proper” First Period mark which incorporated the Belleek
banner would be more important. They would want to advertise the Pottery widely and so this trade mark was
prominently displayed as part of the front decoration (with no mark on the back, as it would have been
superfluous). More simple earthenware items are being produced, the range now extends to mugs, plates,
bowls, etc.. Also, insulators and mortar and pestles. All still relatively easy to produce. The Goss workers had
arrived early 1863, brought over primarily to perfect parian production, an early stated objective of the Pottery
management. They were busy gearing up for production of more exciting wares that needed more skill and
experience. The new workforce would have been modelling, making moulds (certainly in 1865) and setting up
for larger scale production.
1865 Dublin Exhibition, Belleek has stepped up a gear, it now has the WOW factor and the type of items and
decoration available has mushroomed. Parian is their flagship.
1866 March, It is interesting to note that Armstrong writes a long letter complaining ‘this district is rife with
Fenianism’.
1866 The proprietors try to sell shares in the Pottery. Are they on a high after the exhibition and the launch of
exciting wares? Do they feel they need more money to realise their objectives? Or do they feel alone in a bed of
activists and need support? The First Period mark would help signal that the Pottery was a serious concern with
protection for its valuable intellectual property and so be an aid to attracting investors. (Saunders Newsletter,
see later)
References
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Appendix A
Trade Mark – A Discussion
General


Why was it necessary to mark ware? Well obviously for protection - from copy cats and to provide some
sort of stamp of authenticity, adding value to the product.



So what is the difference between a trade mark or logo? Over the evolution of the trade mark, views have
changed. We need to know what the thinking was, say, between 1855-1875?



Before 1862 trade marks were not recognised as having any legal validity, nor was there any definition of
what particular type of symbol amounted to a trade mark. So in 1862 the Merchandise Marks Act was
passed to make it a criminal offence to misuse trade marks in order to deceive or defraud. But the situation
still remained vague.



What elements did you need to constitute a trade mark? The trade mark was defined as “any Name,
Signature, Word, Letter, Device, Emblem ..or Mark of any other description lawfully used to denote
…Manufacture, Workmanship, Production or Merchandise of such Person’. There was much discussion as
to whether a trade mark could be granted without a name. Some argued that what a crest or coat of arms
was to a gentleman, the trade mark was to the manufacturer. Generally it was agreed that you really needed
to have a distinctive ‘emblem’ and that words alone would not be enough.

Belleek Specific


What name was Belleek established under in 1857? Could it have
been ‘Belleek Enniskillen’ or ‘Belleek Pottery, Co. Fermanagh’ or
‘Belleek Pottery Company (Limited)’. We have always assumed that
it was ‘D. McBirney & Co’, but we do not know as we have not
been able to find any primary documentation from this time relating
to the establishment of the Pottery.



Why was the trade mark not ‘D. McBirney & Co’ as this seems to be
very important to McBirney? Belleek’s first registered
design dated September 1868 (as seen above right) is
the first time we see ‘D. McBirney & Co’ and this is
hand-written on all of the registered design documents.
Indeed, the 1870 Price Scales (below) states that the
‘Proprietors’ are ‘D. McBirney & Co.’, but the Trade
Mark on the same Price Scales was categorically the
Belleek First Period mark (see left).
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A ‘D. McBirney & Co’ roundel also appears inside some teapot
and kettle lids together with tea making instructions (at the earliest
1868). But this cannot be considered the trade mark as the Belleek
“TRADE MARK” is also present.


Belleek’s first exhibitions were 1864 and 1865. These would have
been the public launch of the brand, a statement that the Pottery
was open for business. So now the trade mark issue might have
become more important?



So, with the legal debates about trade marks going on in the 1860s,
Belleek might have felt that; firstly words like ‘Belleek
Enniskillen’ in a roundel would not be enough, and secondly that
the Dog/Tower/Harp logo without at least one word was also not good enough.



1866 July – Saunders Newsletter reports: The ‘Belleek Pottery Company (Limited)’ was proposing to raise
company capital of £100K in £1 shares. This would be used to purchase the works (building, machinery),
materials, royalties, Armstrong’s patents, all for £30K, the present proprietors (note plural!) would take
£20K in paid up shares.
This never happened, but it is interesting that they had thought of getting outside investment. The reasons
why this was not done are unknown, but it seems probable that McBirney wanted to keep full control of the
Company finances. Whatever, obviously this either didn’t work out, or the proprietors decided against it.



The absence of a legal registration system did not stop Belleek claiming a trade mark. The ‘Price Scales’
1870, the earliest sales document we have seen, states ‘Trade Mark’.



A British trade mark central register only started in 1875. At present we cannot find when Belleek formally
registered their trade mark.



There were changes to the Belleek trade mark. In January 1870 the motto was ‘Without which no Article is
Genuine‘, but sometime before December 1878 this had changed to ‘Without which none are Genuine’.

Appendix B
Belleek Production –
What Facilities and Workers were available and When?
Production Facilities – Kiln & Firing Capability
o 1857 – What name was the Pottery established under?
We cannot find primary evidence for it being ‘D. McBirney & Co’ or ‘Belleek Pottery Company (Limited)’
at this stage. This probably would have had a bearing on what the first trade mark would have been.
o 1858 Summer – Preparation of the site commenced (Ref D).
o 1858 September 3rd – Ballyshannon Herald reports that the building has started.
o 1858 September 29th – Legal agreements had been completed (Ref D).
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o 1858 November 18th – Foundation stone laid.
o 1859 Date assumed? Armstrong starts some of his experiments at the Star Fort (across the river in Donegal).
o 1860 According to Cunningham (Ref C), hand basins & toilets are being made. How can this be true
without large scale facilities and many workers? We doubt this.
o 1860 Armstrong begins his first diary relating to Belleek
o 1861 February – Armstrong starts detailing his experiments in his diary.
o 1862 February – as reported later in Saunders Newsletter 1864 May:
 The building is complete with water-wheel and grinding machinery (for flint and feldspar to export to
England).
 From even this early stage the intention is to make parian. Belleek now had 2 experimental pieces made
of parian in Irish materials (probably manufactured at the Worcester Porcelain Works). The factory
though was still unfinished.
o Before March 27th 1862 – Armstrong Diaries, discusses how many tiles can be made by 1 man using the
dust press method. So, Armstrong, by now, is thinking about dust pressing and volume.
o 1862 October 10th – Armstrong Diaries. Armstrong has his own fully operational kiln.
o 1863 June – Building complete, machinery yet to be installed.
o 1863 August – Irish Times: ‘The factory has now been completed between 3 and 4 years’ during which time
‘grinding the feldspar & exporting it’. When they say ‘completed’ we think they mean the fabric of the
building was complete 3 years ago c1860.
o 1863 – Art Journal Exhibition later report 1865. Production kiln is available.
o 1863 – Dublin Builder reported that the chief production was mainly floor tiles, insulators, pestles &
mortars. Firing using turf . (Ref C, Cunningham).
o 1864 June – Cork Examiner, Dublin Exhibition:
 ‘Encaustic tiles and insulators are pressed in moulds by means of a fly screw press out of clay’
 ‘exhibits all kinds of earthenware, parian, china, stone china, delf, encaustic tiles, & telegraph
insulators’. These items are probably for sale and not just exhibits.
o 1864 September – Dublin Builder reports:
 Pottery still in its infancy. Firing of the Kilns (plural!) is started with peat (local), then a moderate
amount of coal (imported).
o 1865 Dublin Exhibition Catalogue

‘sufficient portion of works having been erected, water-wheel ..crushing and grinding apparatus ..and a
couple of ovens, with other required kilns built, about 2 years ago, began to manufacture the ordinary
useful class of goods for table and toilet purposes’.

‘for last 2 years have been producing … insulators using material in nearly dry dust by pressure in
metal moulds’ Armstrong has a patent and is also making mortars & pestles, also ‘jelly shapes, pomatum
pots’.
 The Pottery is complete and has been operating 2 kilns.
o 1866 June 12th the railway is finally operational to Belleek. It can now more easily bring imported kiln fuel
(coal). (Ref C Cunningham)
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Production Know-How
o 1860 to mid 1860s – The Armstrong Diaries say Royal Worcester; Kerr and Binns and Hancock, were
assisting with trials.
o 1863 start of year– The Goss (and other English) workers have arrived! There has been no parian
production (only trials) before this. See the report below:
o 1863 August– Irish Times:
‘Since the beginning of the present year’ having completed all necessary details ‘brought over a
number of experienced hands from the English potteries, they commenced to make their own goods, and
now have a considerable stock, which however are not yet completely finished, but will be .. by end of
the month when they will be expected to be in the market.’ Uncompleted stock – does not sound as
though there is much available yet to buy, but they are almost there.
o 1864 May – Saunders Newsletter: Reports:
 ‘A varied collection of earth and stone ware is manufactured by the Pottery. Factory completed & since
9 months has been manufacturing, specimens of earthen & stoneware, table jugs, butter coolers, honey
pots, other articles for table & toilet use, are very elegant in design, beautifully moulded and of the best
quality’.
 ‘Every article bears the trade mark of the firm – the round tower, Irish harp and wolf dog’.
It does not mention the Belleek banner, but as they describe this as a trade mark we assume it did.
This is the first mention of Belleek’s trade mark and all production being marked accordingly.
o 1864 May– Freeman’s Journal, report on Dublin Industrial Exhibition:
 ’at first … confined to raising the material, and grinding and exporting it’, ‘... within the last 9 months
manufacture …of pottery has been commenced’. This concurs with the previous 1863 August report
about unfinished stock being built up.
 They demonstrated making hollow-ware, jugs, basins, cups. Articles are supplied to sellers in Dublin, so
stock is now for sale, but the items described are not too exciting.
o 1864 September – Dublin Builder reports:
 Producing ‘china tiles for floors, telegraphic insulators, pestles and mortars, &c, of a more than flinty
hardness’ these must have been made using the dry dust pressing technique.
 They are grinding, preparing enamels, moulds are being used, they are doing “more delicate
handicrafts” – and there are showrooms (so they had items to sell?)..
 The report is not enthusiastic about the design of transfers used (Ref C). From ‘barbarous patterns …up
to production of highly artistic character’. So there must have been a few designs in use by now.
o 1865 May – Irish Times reports on the 1865 Exhibition:
 The Pottery commenced manufacture within the past 3 or 4 years (1861 or 1862 more likely).
 On show was a ‘pretty Parian centre piece, made for Lord Francis Conyngham, it represents a Triton
and dolphins supported on little vases… a group of greyhounds modelled after Landseer …set of dinner
ware elegantly decorated with crests … toilet ware which includes some of Flaxman’s best designs’.
Note: Flaxman did illustrations for Greek literature like The Odyssey.
My goodness, those Goss workers had been busy working during the previous couple of years on more
exciting parian items.
Only custom orders would result in wares with family crests, so Belleek has commissions already. It is
also now exporting to England and overseas.
Note: So the Greyhounds (attributed to the Rev Dunbar) have been made by now. Referring to the report
on Fergus Cleary’s presentation on Block Moulds in Newsletter 38/1 July 2017: the Greyhounds are
Block #7, #8 and #9. By comparison, Block #23 is the Bust of John Wesley dated June 1865, so the
Greyhounds were certainly earlier which supports their being on display at the 1865 May exhibition.
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Reticulated Belleek
Bev Marvell
(From a talk given by Bev at the Spring 2018 Cornwall meeting)
This talk was to be a contrast to the afternoon’s forum’s focus on
the heavier, bigger, more common, mostly cheaper ware earthenware. Instead, Bev concentrated on the smaller, more
delicate, rarer and consequently more expensive wares – that
come under the description of ‘reticulated’.
The very fine reticulated lid from the Belleek ‘Little Urn’
So what do we mean by ‘Reticulated’. The definition in ceramics is that the item is perforated, where the outer
wall of an item is honeycombed or pierced in patterns. This is technically very difficult. The body was carved
whilst still in a pliable “wet” state and because this made it significantly weaker, it had a tendency to split and
distort in the kiln, these losses meant it was expensive and difficult to
produce.
For Bev, the reticulation has to be the main decorative feature and
extensive, not just an aside to enhance some other decoration like painting,
flowers or gilding - so ‘holey’ plate edges or handles aren’t enough for her.
Basically what is required is lots of air - the air to porcelain ratio has to be
high!

CHINESE

We need to understand how Belleek fits in with what was going on
elsewhere – to ‘put it in context’ as our collector friend Neville Maguire
would say.
Like all things in the ceramics world it all started with the Chinese and was
later imitated at some European potteries, particularly at Meissen, Sèvres
and Worcester.
This magnificent large Chinese vase is quite famous now. It was found by a
brother and sister while clearing out their parents’ home and it was sent to
auction. It is 16” tall, dating to around 1740, not that old in Chinese terms.
The auctioneers were excited, giving it a whopping estimate of £800K £1.2M. After 30-minutes of furious bidding, all were stunned when the
hammer fell for the highest price of any Chinese artwork sold - £43M
(including commission £53M).
Belleek is also rare and desirable, but we can’t say that it reaches these
dizzying heights.

JAPANESE
Of course the Japanese also produced reticulated items, such as this lovely
vase with honeycomb reticulation from the Meiji period (c1900).
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EUROPEAN - Meissen

In Europe, the Germans at Meissen were first to ‘copy’ the Chinese.
Here is a Regency chalice c1820-30, finely executed, but more
regimented in style? It has a removable blue inner liner, Belleek had
similar liners with some of its baskets.

- Sèvres

Then came the French. Sèvres during the
Regency period produced ‘Chinoise
Reticule’. Very Brighton Pavilion, buxom,
full of passion, what a contrast to the
Meissen! They successfully adapted the
Chinese patterns to a more modern taste and
managed the huge technical challenges.
These were French Royal commissions and
the service was in immediate demand and
became a preferred diplomatic gift.

GREAT BRITAIN – The Worcester Era
So what were the British up to? Many ‘Worcester’ potteries
in succession were well known for their reticulated wares.
Possibly Chamberlains Worcester were the first to produce
truly reticulated wares c1840. These were exceedingly
similar in design to Sevres (the French being the trend
setters) with quite a lot of beehive cutouts and bamboo style
handles. These wares were on show at Great Exhibition in
1851, but Chamberlains generally failed to shine, other
offerings were too staid and unexciting – the Chamberlain
era was over.
Chamberlains was taken over
by Kerr and Binns in 1852
(the year after the Great
Exhibition) and so a new
Worcester era began. So
what did Kerr and Binns do –
they continued to produce
exactly the same
beehive/oriental designs.
Above: Chamberlains Worcester reticulated ware –
Left: similar jug carried on by Kerr and Binns
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In fact, 10 years later in 1862, when Royal Worcester took over from
Kerr and Binns, they also continued with this production.
Royal Worcester reticulated ware – a continuation of the same
designs by Chamberlains and Kerr and Binns

Graingers Worcester
At the 1862 London Exhibition, a rival Worcester company,
Graingers Worcester (not Royal Worcester) exhibited a large range
of reticulated wares with new designs to great acclaim. Employing a
different technique, they used the moulded relief pattern on a parian
body to provide an outline to make piercing easier. Apparently ‘any’
man with some training could cut out the pattern that had been
moulded onto the unfired item. They continued to make these
designs for many years!

Royal Worcester and George Owen
Just a few years later though, c1870, onto the scene
came much finer wares which had less oriental
influence, these were the work of the ‘master’
George Owen and these have never been bettered.
When Owen started at Worcester difficulties were
besetting the Company, but the staff remained loyal
even though work was short and pay small. Many
turned to other ways of making money. George
Owen experimented with incredibly fine piercing,
mostly done in his own time, he hoped the
Company could sell it to specialist collectors and
then he could get paid.
He was a quiet and secretive man and did not let
anybody see him working (behind a locked door),
not even his son who cast his blank parian items for
him. He had to guard his secrets and livelihood.
Instead of following a moulded outline, he carved
his vases by eye and hand alone, perfecting the art
of piercing, producing individual very tiny holes,
designing them to fit accurately onto totally blank
areas. He slowly revolved the piece on a turn table
cutting out hole after hole, first the top row, then
lower and lower down the pot, fitting the last hole
in the row into its correct place, varying the size of
each row to graduate the holes. So, Owen’s work
was unique – an overused term seldom justified, but
no doubt accurate in this case.
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A lot of George Owen’s finest work would take months of slow, careful, almost unbelievably skilful work and
right up to the end there was no certainty of success. A momentary lapse of concentration and a slip of the knife
could lead into 2 holes being cut into 1 – a piece cut out by mistake could not be replaced (as it would
inevitably come out again in the firing). Even after all this work, in the kiln pots could be distorted or broken
and therefore lost.
Clay dries quite quickly and if the piercing was a long job, the pot would dry and become too brittle to work on.
At that time, the only way to keep a pot in the ‘green state’ was to put it into a wet box – a box metal lined with
damp rags in the bottom. Many pots would have to be worked on ‘together’.
An advantage Owen had was that he was ambidextrous, piecing just as well with his left hand as his right,
meaning he could do them with equal and even pressure. Another advantage was that his pots were made
extremely thinly in parian, by his son a fine caster. Although more fragile, they could be pierced with greater
precision.
Apparently, one special technique he had was to prevent a cutout piece dropping inside the vessel (where it would have been
difficult to remove, especially if it had a narrow neck), he dipped
knives and saws in oil to which cut-outs would stick, enabling
them to be pulled away.
Here (right) is a staged publicity photograph from about 1900 of
George Owen for an exhibition in London. The vase that George
is “working” on is an already complete and fired piece. The
photograph is reminiscent of similar ones taken in the Belleek
Pottery

The Chicago Vase
Owen made extravagant almost incredible exhibition
pieces and works of breath-taking craftsmanship. One
such vase now sits in the Royal Worcester Museum, it
was made for the 1892 Chicago Exhibition. So delicate
and valuable was this 17” vase that it was transported to
Chicago in a white velvet box lined with blue silk. It was
priced at £126 at the Exhibition. With 5350 holes (even
the handles) it was probably one of the most difficult
ceramic pieces ever made anywhere.
.
He continued
working until at
least 1913 (age
68), this shoe is
from 1907. Owen
signed later
pieces in incised
script.
A very unusual reticulated shoe made by Owen
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Basket of Flowers
A small aside, sure to be appreciated by Belleekers. Owen also
did some rare flower modelling, applying flowers to vases and
pots and making brooches, mainly private work for friends and
family. It seems that his dexterity skills were not only useful for
cutting, but could be transferred to modelling. This very rare
basket of flowers is in the Royal Worcester Museum.

DERBY

Most British reticulated work was
done by the Worcester potteries.
But perhaps encouraged by
Owen’s success, the Derby Crown
Porcelain Company (forerunner of
Royal Crown Derby) had a brief
foray into reticulated items for a
few years. Examples of this are
almost as rare as Belleek.
We don’t know if Derby used a
pattern outline, but this early
attempt (left) looks hand pierced –
you can see how they had
problems, wonky and uneven. But
they did get better, much better,
look at this large vase/urn (right)
– it is almost as good as Owen.

This reticulated
Derby work was
reputedly done by
Samuel Swann
who also made
exquisite Derby
baskets of tissue paper thin flowers, again a man who
could do both reticulating and flower modelling.
Derby also made reticulated tea ware, this teapot
(left) is part of a dejuener set. Sevres, Graingers and
the other Worcester companies also did reticulated
tea ware. It is strange that given Belleek’s fame for
tea ware that they too didn’t do reticulated tea ware
(as far as we know!).
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BELLEEK

So, now at last onto Belleek!
– Including a few tales about
‘interlopers’
I started by looking in detail at the old
photograph of the showroom, this gives
us a good idea what Belleek was proud
of, some items are probably from
exhibitions. The only reticulated item I
could find is the little urn (2 examples
here).
LITTLE URN
The ‘Little urn’ is probably the earliest
reticulated piece Belleek made, all seen
have been marked first period.
It is small (5.75” high to the top of its
knob) and very delicate, no wonder they
got broken (one has lost its lid). There
are evident technical difficulties, notice
the difference in the stems, one with a
pierced area (probably earlier version),
one solid, perhaps because it did not
always work out. All examples I know
of are decorated like these with orange
stripes, turquoise jeweling and gilt hilights.
Of course I got in touch with Fergus Cleary at the Pottery who found
Mould Block #40, this can be dated to before 1868 using deduction from
other dated moulds (as they are in numerical, chronological order, some
are dated).

Fergus did what Fergus does! He
cast from the mould - it’s the ‘little
urn’ base. No other moulds for this
piece have been found, nothing
showing reticulated areas.
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SUSPECT URN
Here is another ‘little urn’. A wee bit bigger as it has a base. It has an
interesting florid pattern and used a moulded pattern cut out guideline. In
Newsletter 35/1 April 2014 there was an article on ‘Fakes’ and before it was
published the ‘facts’ were extensively checked. This urn was in the article, it
has a Belleek mark, exactly the same mark we had seen on other dubious
pieces. It was bought by a collector as Belleek.

It is actually Graingers Worcester, in fact it is illustrated in the 1862 London
Exhibition catalogue complied by the Art Journal (right).
It should have a printed black Graingers mark in its lid and on the base, just
where the Belleek marks appear.
SCENT BOTTLE
We haven’t seen any scent bottles yet! Probably the most iconic reticulated item of Belleek?
So, now a tale of 3 scent bottles, each
with a story to tell and lesson to be
learnt. All 3 scent bottles have the same
unusual feature, a filigree cut out centre
which makes it a mystery where
perfume is held - in fact it is the rim that
contains the liquid.
SCENT BOTTLE #1
About 10 years ago a long standing
collector in the US circulated a list of
pieces he wanted to sell. I expressed
interest in his scent bottle (unmarked)
and agreed to buy it. Being an honest
fellow, before I handed over my money,
he asked if I thought it was Belleek – it
had been sold to him as Belleek by a
dealer. I said No, but didn’t know what
it was – maybe Worcester. He admitted
that he had himself been unsure.
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We like to buy old books on porcelain and shortly
after we acquired this scent bottle we got 'A Pictorial
Encyclopaedia of Goss China' by Rees & Crawley.
Good books on early Goss are rare because most
concentrate on crested ware.
Plate 7 in this book (shown on previous page) shows
this scent bottle – so it is Goss! In fact early Goss:
they started 1857, so I guess this might be from the
early 1860s? It should have the printed Goss Hawk
mark on the bottom rim. You can see in the image
(right) that it has been abraded off.
We had the pleasure to be invited to view a fine collection of Belleek in the US and we saw another example of
this same scent bottle, it had also been sold by the dealer as Belleek.
SCENT BOTTLE #2
Here is another example with an outer ring for holding liquid, it is also
unmarked. About a year after we bought #1, we spotted this at a posh
antiques fair on a stand where we know the dealer quite well. In fact
he is a specialist in Worcester (including reticulated). We asked him
what manufacturer he thought it was – he said he didn’t know – but as
we were so interested he said: “it must be Belleek!” - we said we
didn’t think so! Anyway, we agreed to buy it.
We had a feeling that this might be Graingers Worcester and so took
an opportunity to show it to the Worcester expert Henry Sandon. He
said that it was in fact Royal Worcester. Another mystery solved.

SCENT BOTTLE #3
Very recently an important/extensive scent bottle
collection came up at auction. This included mainly
silver, jade, glass, enamel – and also a few porcelain
examples. Just about all had sale receipts from when
they were purchased from dealers in the 1990s.
This unmarked scent bottle was catalogued as
Graingers, it had a receipt from the same Worcester
specialist that we bought our scent bottle #2 from (who
knows his Worcester!). I found it on our auction search
as we collect certain types of Worcester. Chris took just
one look and said “I don’t think so!” So we were lucky
that other Belleekers did not find it on their auction
searches, as there was no mention of the word
‘Belleek’. Consequently we acquired it at a very
reasonable price. And of course this one is Belleek!
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Here is the one from Ulster Museum, it is not marked,
but the lovely plush presentation box it originally came
in is. You can see it has nestled in its box for some time
judging by the velvet wear.
So I got in touch with Fergus! He found Mould Block
#96, dated between 1869 & 1870, a year or two later
than little urn (again by deduction from other dated
moulds). But he found 3 (YES) moulds of the outer ring
for liquid, WHY? Alas none for the inner pierced
centre. Interestingly, I have noted varying sizes of these
scent bottles, they are approximately 3” across
including the lid, but can differ by 5mm - perhaps the
reason for this is in these 3 moulds?

Fergus thinks that the outer ring was made first then the
inner circle (probably with the pattern moulded on)
inserted and pierced in situ. He didn’t think you would
be able to do the cutting and then add the delicate
centre to the ring. I expressed concern that the cut-out
bits might fall inside and couldn’t be extracted, but he
thought bits could be extracted with, say, a toothpick.
This construction method is supported by this example
from auction Sothebys 2001 (right). There is a slight
problem with the reticulated bit… you can see the
central area was not inserted in the correct orientation,
it was then pierced…
…Only then they probably realised they had made a mistake and left it undecorated because somebody had
made a boob!
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3 x SCENTS
The 3 scent bottles together. All absolutely lovely, I am biased but I think the Belleek is the finest.

1

2

3

1. Goss, early 1860s. Influenced by Graingers 1862 exhibition?
2. Royal Worcester, probably after 1870 (maybe as late as 1890s?). Looks similar to Graingers type of
production, but much later.
3. Belleek, 1869/70. Too early to be influenced by Royal Worcester, could it have been an idea brought in
by the workers from Goss?

BOWLS
Now, here is a pair of lidded
bowls or are they potpourris?
They are quite big, 5” high
including the lid and 4.5”
diameter – well compared to the
little urn and the scent bottle. All
seen so far have been first
period. They have a pierced body
and lid, the lid only is lined.
Fergus has found no Mould
Block for this piece. I feel this
bowl is early too, but not as early
as the 2 pieces above?
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But there is also another version of this bowl, we
have an example that has a lined body but no lid. If
you look closely at the rim however, compared with
the lidded version, it is higher to take the liner, (and
the lid will not fit).

I propose that there were therefore 2 versions which
used same mould:



Unlined body with lined lid
Lined body with no lid

This is supported by Marion Langham’s book which
has examples just like those already shown. She noted
the lack of lid, but assumed it had been lost. And I have
seen another bowl with liner and no lid with the higher
rim.
Images on this page:
Top left: pair of unlined, lidded bowls
Above left: picture from Marion’s book showing the
two different types of bowl
Upper right: Lined (unlidded) bowl
Middle right: Comparison of the two bowls
Lower right: detail of the rims.
So Little Urn, the Scent Bottle and the Bowl (lidded and unlidded) are really the only 3 reticulated items
Belleek made (if you apply my definition!). All are early and were probably all abandoned quite quickly.
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OTHER ‘Lightly Reticulated’
In the 1904 Catalogue there is the Fruit bowl,
Boy Bonboniere, dessert comport, vine
comport and matching plate. For these, I do
not feel, the reticulated part is the ‘main
feature’, more an embellishment, but they are
still interesting and worthy of note. I don’t
consider plates with reticulated rims, these are
commonplace and nothing particularly
unusual.

WOW! Fruit Bowl, second period. (picture left from Richard
Degenhardt’s second book)
The flowers are the main feature, but the reticulation adds to
the piece’s delicacy.
This Boy Bonboniere
(right) is illustrated in
Armstrong’s Old Photo
Album.
Bittern comport, first
period (below). With the
late Dave Clarke.

Vine plate, first period (right). The pierced areas have a strange soft
moulded feel.
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In the 1904 Catalogue there are
also general production items
that have been enhanced by the
addition of a pierced panel such
as the Diana Vase and Diamond
Jug. These panels also have the
same soft moulded feel.
In Fergus’s copy of the 1904
Catalogue (the Pottery’s working
copy) there are photographs
added to the back after 1911.
There is one vase whose ‘top bit’
is more air than parian. Ugly, but
I like it and very well executed.
It is shown on the right.
Left: Diamond Jug with pierced
diamond shaped panel.

Left: pair of Diana Vases with
pierced handles and pierced front
panel

FINAL NOTE - EARTHENWARE
A taster for the earthenware forum, perhaps… could
this actually be Belleek’s earliest reticulated item?
Under my criteria it certainly is reticulated and not just
for function, it has a rather nice neat decorative pattern
too. As you can see it is marked first period, we know
jelly moulds (well this mould must be for curd or
similar as it would leak!) were made by Belleek very
early on in their production, certainly as early as the
1865 exhibition.
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CURRENT BELLEEK PRODUCTION - WENDY WARD
And to the present day. Wendy Ward was Belleek’s 2016 artist in residence and is a past winner of the Richard
K Degenhardt Scholarship. She is justly highly acclaimed for her modern designs, most of which involve
reticulation. I really like these and you can see they are still pierced by hand. These lovely pieces form part of
the modern “Belleek Living” range but are made at Belleek.
Editor’s note: As the recipient of this year’s Honouree award from the UK Group – very unexpected! – I
was absolutely delighted to receive a Wendy Ward lamp as the award – I love it! See the Cornwall meeting
report and the last page of this Newsletter for more details.

Reticulated pieces designed by Wendy Ward

References
The Phillips Guide to English Porcelain – John Sandon
A Pictorial Encyclopaedia of Goss China - Rees & Crawley
The New Illustrated Catalogue, Belleek Pottery Works Co., 1904
Belleek Irish Porcelain – Marion Langham
Belleek – Richard K. Degenhardt, Second Edition
The Belleek Pottery ‘Old Photograph Album’ – complied by Fergus Cleary
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Auction Report
- Some exceptional items of Belleek on eBay
Cherub And Fish Candlestick
…broken and reglued at head And requires a
clean, a nice item for restoration
Sold for: £250, EBay seller: sadietower
Period: First Black

Cherub and Vine Candle Holders
8 3/4" tall …Both pieces in excellent antique
condition.
Sold for: US$610, EBay seller: sloman123
Period: First Black

Figurines
Good glaze colour and face artistry …one
small nibble to the inside of the woman’s
basket …both missing their original
walking sticks
Sold for: £231, EBay seller: millhouseinteriors
Period: First Black

Clam Shell with Griffin
…Griffin in reasonable condition just
nibbles to end of tail & one wing and
possibly upper mouth. Front of Clam Shell
chipped & two pieces appear to have been
broken and reattached.
Sold for: £195, EBay seller: blacklion34
Period: Second Black

Triple Dolphin And Winkle
…perfect condition …Height just under 6.5”
Sold for: US$399, EBay seller: guaire
Period: First Black

Triple Fish Vase 15"
Wonderful detail with salamanders & butterflies
…Condition Excellent
Sold for: US$999, EBay seller: fineestatesf
Period: First Black

Colored Double Fish Vase
…very small piece of tail chipped …Included is the previous
owners original sales receipt from an antique dealer in Ireland
….approx 12" tall
Sold for: US$355, EBay seller: jeanlee24
Period: First Black
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MARINE JUG
green tint …7.5" high …a faint 1 1/2"
hairline on lower neck, also 2 very small
chips underneath
Sold for: US$100, EBay seller: chivas1nh
Period: Unmarked

White Shell & Pink Coral
Sauce/Gravy Boat [!!]
Nautilus-like shell resting on shell with
pink coral …Amazing condition
Sold for: US$220.39
EBay seller: fineestatesf
Period: First Black

Coral & Shell Design Footed Dish
…approx 1.5" crack in shell bottom
Sold for: US$79
EBay seller: fineestatesf
Period: First Black

Spoon Warmer
Robinson & Cleaver Belfast …very small
chip which has been restored
Sold for: £217, EBay seller: delboyscave3
Period: Second Black

Pink & White Vase
10.5" height …Condition Excellent
Sold for: US$355, EBay seller: fineestatesf
Period: Second Black

Tulip Vase in Pink
Applied Flowers & Leaves A/f …rim
crack about 2" long, a small rim crack to
one tulip & a few of the leaves have tip
damage …also strange colouration around
base
Sold for: £32.95
EBay seller: bussage4collectables
Period: Second Black

4 Branch Bud Vase Epergne
2 large and 2 smaller shells are joined part
way down to form trumpets/vases….
17.5cm …chip/crack to one of larger
epergnes
Sold for: AUS$51, EBay seller: wombats01
Period: Second Black
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LARGE FLOWER ENCRUSTED LIDDED BASKET
… features Roses, Thistles & Clovers with thorny handles …
pearl iridescence …very, very minor losses …12.75” long by 10”
Sold for: US$1628
EBay seller:
joanies_house_of_treasures
Period: 4 Strand

Handled Basket
fragile …9" diameter
…absolutely and
unbelievably perfect
condition
Sold for: US$122.50
EBay seller: rshrdh
Period: 4 Strand

Woven Basket
8" wide by 2 1/2" high
…not any wear to the
pattern or finish
Sold for: US$149
EBay seller: caravell
Period: Flat Rod

Basket Weave Bowl
…scalloped basket weave
bowl with roses, buds & leaves decorating edge …7" diameter x
2.5" tall …perfect original condition
Sold for: US$528, EBay seller: rshrdh, Period: 4 Strand

Large Covered Basket
…roped elements on basket & on lid are pearlized. …no damage
…8.75" diameter
Sold for: US$690 (Buy it Now), EBay seller: waymorefun
Period: Flat Rod

TRINKET BOX
SCHNEEBALLEN STYLE
Lots of very small nibbles & chip
to inside rim …6.5cm tall
Sold for: £64, EBay seller:
petersantiquesandcollectables
Period: Second Black

"CIRCUMCISION"
FLASK
good condition …Believed to be
used in the "brit milah" ceremony
[!!] …star of David on either side
…Belleek mark on one side &
owners monogram on other
Sold for: £192, EBay seller: willowscreen, Period: First Black
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Pitcher
8 5/8” tall by 4 ½” wide …pitcher without a
spout … imperfection to the glaze
Sold for: US$251.38, EBay seller: wwolst12
Period: First Black No.145

Water jug
large water jug – Lily of the Valley …handle
broken & glued back also some cracks around
the upper rim also some age related crazing
and a chip …12 ¾” high
Sold for: £99.99, EBay seller: priscus-collectables
Period: First Black (red mark) No111

WASH BASIN & JUG
Brown Transferware …Aesthetic Decoration
of Birds on Branches …Bamboo Handle &
Gathered Waist with Bow. Basin has Chip to
Foot. Jug has 8cm tight hairline
…Basin 16” Diameter, Jug 12” tall
Sold for: £250
EBay seller: northernsoulantiques,
Period: First Black

Pair Large Meat Platters
Birds & floral pattern …45.5 cm.
Condition Excellent
Sold for: £125 (Buy it Now)
EBay seller: turns2sold,
Period: First Black

13.75" Platter
…green design. Some staining,
crazing & bottom of platter is bowed
Sold for: US$103.50, EBay seller:
stumptownusa, Period: First Black

Ulster Pattern
Tureen
5.5” high & 13" wide.
…excellent condition
Sold for: £166
EBay seller: weeshred
Period: Unmarked

Soup tureen
“Leinster" pattern …13”
…Minor staining …minor
firing crack
Sold for: £50, EBay seller:
11partrap, Period: First Black

Ring Handled Cup
…few nibbles been glazed
over. Strong colour
Sold for: £81, EBay seller: yh-182, Period: Second Black
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Sponge Ware
Earthenware Bowl
5.25" diameter …crack
almost entirely around
foot
Sold for: US$98
EBay seller: stumptownusa,
Period: Second Black

2 Sponge Ware Mugs
stand 3 7/8", one is excellent, other has repair to handle, hairline &
several chips to rim.
Sold for: US$98
EBay seller: stumptownusa
Period: Second Black & Unmarked

Bowl with Gold Stripe
5 7/8" diameter …some manufacturing
flaws, wear to gold rim & some chips to
foot.
Sold for: US$105, EBay seller:
stumptownusa, Period: Second Black

Mug with Gold Stripe
4.25" high …very light signs of use
Sold for: US$99, EBay seller: stumptownusa, Period: Second Black

Unknown
Object
old and quite worn
…chip to rim …possibly missing a lid. Perhaps it's a soap
dish or shaving dish. 12cm across.
Sold for: £43, EBay seller: yellowtara04, Period: Second Black

Irish Independent advertising Dish
…has a Green First Period mark which preceded the1st
period Black Mark [!!]
Sold for: £280, EBay seller: tigh-na-heile , Period: Second Black

Candle Snuff Holder minus
covers
…mint condition …also a crest is on this
piece
Sold for: £217
EBay seller: ardlongfield
Period: First Black No138

Candle stick holder
…transfer images of classical Egyptian figures. Overall good condition however
there is damage to rim. 7.5" high.
Sold for: £125, EBay seller: wellingtonantiquesuk, Period: First Black No236
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Fan Cup & Saucer
Saucer has large repair & chip, cup in excellent condition
Sold for: US$184.50, EBay seller: stumptownusa
Period: Second Black No.277

"FAN" TEA WARE SET
…gilt accents …some wear to enamel decoration; small chip to
teapot handle & small chip to interior sugar lid.
Sold for: US$1600 + 21%, EBay seller: ogallerieauctions
Period: Second Black

Cup & Saucer
Saucer in excellent condition
…cup has part of foot chipped off
Sold for: US$150.50, EBay seller:
stumptownusa, Period: First Black

LACE TEA POT
…decorated with pink and
extensive gold …excellent
condition. 5 1/4" tall
Sold for: US$1495 EBay seller:
caycat52, Period: Second Black No.2

"INSTITUTE" CUP &
SAUCER
[NO CONDITION REPORT]
Sold for: US$69, EBay seller:
goodstuff43, Period: First Black

Institute Cup & Saucer
cup standing 2 5/8" …excellent
condition
Sold for: US$228.50, EBay seller:
stumptownusa, Period: First Black

GILDED SHAMROCK TEA
CUP & SAUCER
SAUCER …FINE 1/2 "
HAIRLINE CRACK
Sold for: £36, EBay seller: sushe50, Period: First Black No.2

Floral Design & Gilt Pitcher & Bowl
Delicate hand painted flower, leaf & butterfly motif with gilt accent. Condition Excellent.
Sold for: US$305, EBay seller: fineestatesf, Period: Second Black
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GRASSWARE SET WITH TRAY
COLOURING IS THE SAME ON ALL PIECES ...TRAY IS
WORN …SMALL TEA POT RESTORED
Sold for: £376, EBay seller: humpj91960
Period: First &Second Black No.1

Red Coral Teapot
4" height ...Condition
Excellent
Sold for: US$1320
EBay seller: fineestatesf
Period: First Black

Art Deco Cup &
Saucer w/ Plate
…silvered rims and
handle …no chips,
cracks or repairs
Sold for: US$262
EBay seller:
stumptownusa
Period: Third Black
No.153

Sydney Pattern Cup
Saucer and Plate
…pink wash in good condition
Sold for: £165.02
EBay seller: victormeldrew
Period: Second Black

4 Pc Celtic Band Ring
Handle
…in red and green …good
estate fresh condition
Sold for: US$229.50
EBay seller: middlemanbrokers
Period: Third Black

CONE CUP AND
SAUCER
…with pink tint. In great
condition
Sold for: US$131.03, EBay seller:
katieandcoty, Period: Second Black

Aberdeen Creamer
…excellent condition
Sold for: US$68.55
EBay seller: stumptownusa
Period: Second Black

Mini Mug Tankard DERRY Souvenir
2" in height. In excellent condition
Sold for: US$173, EBay seller: stumptownusa, Period: Second Black
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Dish
…used but overall condition is
very good
Sold for: £49
EBay seller: whiteblackgreen
Period: First Black No.10

Egg Cup Basket Weave
…excellent condition
Sold for: US$67 (Buy it Now)
EBay seller: buyitnow61052
Period: First Black

Blue Coral & Pink Shell
Dish
…4.75" x 3.75" x 1.75" height.
Condition Excellent
Sold for: US$144.50
EBay seller: fineestatesf
Period: First Black No.3

"SHELL CARD HOLDER"
with light green trim …3.5” long
in perfect condition.
Sold for: US$146.50, EBay seller:
goodstuff43, Period: Second Black

Pink Shell Salt Dip Cellar &
Spoon
2 1/2" wide …very tiny flake on
rim …some small flakes on end of
spoon
Sold for: US$249, EBay seller:
dw171david Period: First Black

6" Star dish
depicts Carrick-a-Rede rope bridge in Northern Ireland.
Wonderful condition
Sold for: US$221.50, EBay seller: pinguyfl, Period: Second Black

Celtic Planter
…excellent condition
Sold for: US$114.50
EBay seller:
stumptownusa, Period:
Third Black

LAMP LIGHT SHADE
Condition very good …shade 5.5" diameter and stands 4.25" tall
Sold for: £152
EBay seller: wight_island_treasures
Period: Second Black
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And Finally...
From Joanna Urbanek… as reported earlier, Chris Marvell (your Editor) was the grateful recipient of the
2018 UK Devotee Award, for which many thanks! This was the event in the Cornwall meeting as recorded by
Joanna. Lots of things apparently have seven stages: Shakespeare’s Seven Ages of Man, seven stages of life
etc., etc. but now we have the seven stages of receiving an award… Oscar winners please note.
1.
Uncertainty

2.
Disbelief

3.
Acceptance

4.
Awe

6.
Joy

5.
Wonder

7.
Elation

Ed: well, I suppose this lets you all get you own back on me… I usually manage to escape being in any photos!
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